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Preface

No report on a dynamic policy field can fully capture the scope and depth of the complex issues that are
i ntrinsic and extrinsic to it. This study has found that oil spills could be more than sources of environmental
pollution � their impact could cut across the social and economic fabric of Hawaii. The economic analysis
was based on the U,S, Coast Guard's worst case, not mmt pmbable, catastrophic oil spill of nearly 10 million
gallons of crude oil. The statistical projection for the occurrence of an oil spill of that magnitude is once in
135 years. As a coinparison, the projection for a similar size oil spill in Alaska, just before the Exxon Valdez
disaster, was once in about 235 years.

Because Hawaii has never had a major oil spill, the economic and ecological data were obtained by convening
expert panels on marine biology, tourism, and oil spill responders. Panel members are listed under
acknowledgments. In addition, researchers interviewed many other experts to obtain a good balance of data,
Descriptions of oil spill characteristics and sites are based on the analysis of historical data on international
at-sea oil spills > l0,000 gallons and a nine-year record of reported oil spills in Hawaii, The state's existing
statutes and regulations were evaluated for their adequacy by comparing them with those of three states and
the federal Oil Pollution Act of 1990  OPA!. The research activities were divided into two parts; theeconomic
studies were conducted under the direction of Dr. Jack R. Davidson, principal investigator, and the
environmental impact, review of statutes and regulations. and the analyses of vulnerability and prevention
were done under the direction of Dr. Rose T. Pfund,

The economic cost proj ections are based on the U, S, Coast Guard's worst case scenario for Hawaii in which
nearly 10 million gallons of crude oil are spilled ia the Kaiwi Channel in Kona weather. The worst case
scenario was used as the basis for economic analysis because historical spills have not had a lasting adverse
impact on the state's economy. In the worst case scenario, essentially all of Oahu's beaches and coastal areas
are oiled, The projected cleanup costs based on this scenano as well as the projected revenue losses of the
tourism industry reflect what can be called the ceiling of the range of costs and damages. Response costs for
a smaller oil spill would be lower, but there is a basic cost for mobilizing equipment and workers. What this
means is that response costs for a 100,000 gallon spill would exceed 50 percent of the response costs for a
2 N, Xl0 gallon spill.

As the economic studies progressed. it hecame apparent that Hawaii would not be able to recover readily or
completely from a major oil spill. The recession suffered by tourism would negatively affect all sectors of
Hawaii's economy but would increase the demand for governmental services at a time when resources are
greatly reduced. Given these impacts, prevention became a significant area of tocus.

As in any research, the scoping of the research paraiaeters is hased on the judgrnen  of the researchers. While
the scope ot work outlined by the Department of Health  DOH! has been fulfilled, there is no way in which
every possible, or even desirable, aspect of the complex issues related to a major oil spill in Hawaii could have
been analyzed and included in this report. Within the limitations of time and funding, we are satisfied that the
most salient issues have been addressed.. Our analyses, presented in this report, are a snapshot of the state' s
vulnerability and its ongoing efforts to develop a response and prevention plan for addressing the risks
associated with oil spills. However, the text of this report and the recommendations have been reviewed by
the nil industry, various state agencies, and the U S. Coast Guard. Their comments have been incorporated
into the report. We have also included the comments of the state DOH where appropriate in the text and
reprinted their comnents verbatim under the specific recommendations addressed.

We do not expect total agreement with our conclusions and reiximmendations. tf this report generates
discussion and heightened awareness of the potentially devastating impaccs of oil spills on Hawaii's economy
and environinent, our intent will have been fulfilled.
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Executive Summary
The enactment of the Oil Pollution Act of 1990  OPA! by Congress in the wake of the Exxon Valdez oil spill
in ]988 has clearly identified the states' role in relation to oil spills � the states are not front]inc responders,
they are the trustees of their natural resources, OPA has created a $ ] billion oil spiI] liability trust fund to enable
the federal governinent to respond quick]y to oil spills. Beginning in ]993, a part of the regulations uow being
formulated to imp]erneut OPA will be in place. However, OPA has already made an impact on Hawaii with
the refusal of oil companies to supply black fuel oil to the neighhor is]and counties because of potential
liability.

'Ihe scope of this report includes:

~ The assessment of Hawaii's vulnerability to a major at-sea oi I spill

~ The c]eanup cost and the economic impact on tourism of a major oil spill described as the U.S. Coast
Guard's worst case scenario

~ Statutes and regulations on response and prevention of oil spills

~ issues related to the prevention of oil spills

~ Recommendations

~ Future research

Vulnerability
Two contributing factors were examined to explore the state's vulnerability to an at-sea oil spill. The first was
Hawaii's nearly ]00 percent reliance on maritime shipping for consuiner and industrial goods. The Port of
Honolulu a]one annually receives riear]y 8,QN inbound ships of which 67] are oil or oil product carrying
tankers or tanker barges which off]oad more than 2,5 billion gal]ons of oil and oil products in Hawaii. The
second contributing factor is Hawaii 's 90 percent dependence on oil for energy and ]ittle immediate prospect
of a viable alternative energy source. Short of moving the offshore mooring elsewhere. Oahu's southern
coastline between Honolulu Harbor and Barbers Point remains vulnerab]e to a major oi] spill, particularly in
the winter months under Kona weather conditions,

Statistically, Hawaii can expect a 10 � 20,000 gallon oil spit] once in 2.25 years and a 40-50,0 II! gallon oil spill
once in 4.5 years. Ihe expectation of a ] W I I million gallon oil spill is once in 135 years,

Cost of Oil Spill Response: U.S.C.G. Worst Case Scenario
The cost of cleaning up a major oil spill of 9,800.NX! gallons, based on the U.S. Coax Guard' s worst case
scenario, was determined by consulting oil spi]l cleanup and oil industry experts, state officials, and U. S, Coast
Guard officers. The estimated cost of c]eanup of a major oi] spi]] ranges hetween $2]0-$305 million. These
figures do not include damage to private property and wildlife, The state faces a potential problem with the
disposal of einulsified oil, ni]y trash, and oil-soaked sorbents and cleanup inateria]s, The lack of a pre-
determined holding site could cause a slowdown in c]eaoup response.

Impact of a Major Oil Spill on Tourism: U.S.C.G. Worst Case Scenario
An iterative procedure was used toe]icit individual reqmnse and agreement from an expert panel representing
various sub-sectors of the tourism industry. lee panel esiab]ished recovery trends  time v. revenue loss/

V/I





A comprehensive oil spill prevention plan to augment the oil spill response plans currently being
deveioped by the U,S, Coast Guard and the Area Cominittee, as mandated byOPA, and the "Hawaii
Energy Strategy P!an," being developed by the state Energy Office.

A small staff in the Hazards Kvaluat!on and Emergency Response  HKER! ofFice responsible
f' or responding solely to o!! spills so that adequate attention can be given to deve!oping a plan for
the prevention of oil spills and to addressi ng fu!! y the complex insti tutional issues surrounding the
implementation of OPA.

A Comprehensive Oll Spill Prevetttioa Plan

We recommend &e developmenl ef a comprehensi vc'strategic plan for the prevention of oil spilLs developed
iIi tandy wit/i e+orts run enlly underway by t/re state 's Energy Division andi/ie U.S. Coast Guanf's Area
Conueittec.

The most critical issues that need to be addressed in the oil spill preventiori plan are:

ArticiI!ation and definition of the riites of county and state governments vis-a-vis each other
and with the federal government formalized by memoranda of' agreement.

Because OPA prec! udes the federal government from preeinpting state's rights. to avoid inaiaon,
iormal pre-agreements should be defined where and how each jurisdiction's responsibilities
interface with those of the other two.

Pre-agreed standards for acceptable!eve!sof "clean" based on wide input from the public and
special interest groups.

Should the standards be based on esthetics or ecological needs? Should the standards be subjective
or objectively established? Should they he based on some threshold levels of key coinpounds in the
sand/sediment or on dosage io!erance? Whose values should prevai!?

Institutional !nfrastrnctiir» to operationallze pre-agreements on appropriate respinse tech-
nologies and to designate and manage holding/disposal sites.

Response efforts and techno!ogy are costly and their effectiveness for recovering oi! at sea is time
dependent. As such, mobilization procedures, inter-jurisdictional memoranda of understanding for
outlining the conditions for use of response technologies of choice, and disposa!/holding sites should
be established apriori,

Identification and mapping of all significant insiitiitiona! and non-governmental energy-
related linkages and the inter-related reciprocal and triggering impact of these linkages.

Because the ongoing Hawaii Energy Strategy Program will not adequate!y map the energy policy
field, particularly the state's role under OPA, this critica! analytical work should be given high
priority. Without this information, efforts to mitigate one problem could trigger other problems.

Regulations and adm!si!strative rulemaking for fuHilting the state's role as trustee under OPA.

A critical analysis of extant state policies is needed to integrate current efforts of the state Energy
Oflice on energy conservation and alternative energy production with new statutes and regulation
on oi! spill prevention. Statewide standards should be estab!ished for regulations and procedures for
evaluating the adequacy of loss prevention and risk management procedures as integra! parts of
tanker and facility oil spill response p! ans. Pre-determined procedures for establishing non-market
values of coastal resources should a!so be determined.



Oil Spill Evaluation and Monitoring Staff for Hazard Evaluation and Emergency
Response Off ice  HEER!

8'e recommend a uniformly appliedfeefbarrel to provide HER with the required staJJdedi cated to dealing
with oil-rebated problems.

The fee internalizes the costs of prevention; response costs are already part of the price consumers pay for fuel
and energy. The oil industry indicated their support for the imposition of a fee  with fund cap! provided that
the fee is used solely for oil-related purposes.

The burgeoning economy and population, following statehood in l959, sharply increased the demand for
energy. The oil industry responded by increasing their capacity to supply the nearly three billion gallons of
oil and oil products now required to meet transportation, commerciaVindustrial, and residential fuel and
energy demand. Unlike the ready market response, the state's monitoring and oversight infrastructure and
administrative rulemaking have not kept pace with the growth in volume and risks of imported oil. Moreover,
this study clearly showed the vulnerability of the state to a major oil spill because of its reliance on rnaritirne
shipping and lack of viable alternative energy sources. Coupled with these is the high statistical probability
of a large oil spill caused by human error and outdated or malfunctioning equipment or facilities,

Although the state must be prepared to function as the trustee of its natural resources when OPA kicks into
gear in 1993,itis currenrly not fully prepared ro assume this responsibility. The HEER office lacks staff to
monitor and evaluate procedures used hy private and public sectors to maintain their coastal facilities and
pipelines and to provide the aggressive leadership needed to develop and implement the state's plan for
prevention and mitigation of oil spills. Staff is also needed to ensure the smooth integration of state plans and
policies with the federally mandated OPA beginning in 1993,





CHAPTER 1

THE VULNERABILITY OF HAWAII TO A
MAJOR AT-SEA OIL SPILL

Rose T. Pfund, Ph.D.



Introduction
The State of Hawaii would lose between $640 million and $6. LL billion, a conservati ve mid-range loss, in direct
tourism revenues, if the U.S. Coast Guard's current worst case scenario' of a 9.8 million gallon oil spill  or
about one-third of the cargo of a tanker carrying 29,5 million gallons of crude oiL! were to be accidentally
released into the Kai wi Channek Based on the mid-range revenue loss, more than 67,0N! jobs contributing
$1.671 billion to the employees' household income would be temporarily lost during the l 2-month cleanup
period. Experts estimate that it would take up to two years for the state to completely recover from the effects
of the oil spilL ate social costs stemming from the projected labor force cutback would go beyond loss of
income. The psychological impact on the lives of those affected will be seen in such incidences as increased
domestic violence, alcoholism, and criine. There would be substantial increases in public welfare and safety
costs to state and county governments in the face of potential tourism revenue losses of about 20 � 25 percent
of the $10,1 billion that tourism contributes to the gross state product.

Beyond the mainline tourism sectors, hotels and transportation, the negative ripple effect of the drop in visitor
count on the inany small tourism-dependent businesses would be immediate and severe. These businesses
form the network that provides ocean and other recreational activities and gtxxls expected by tourists for the
complete resort expenence that makes Hawaii a prime destination. It is high! y probable that many businesses
would not be able to continue operating or tore-establish themselves when the tourism sector begins economic
recovery after the projected four to 12-month recession.

The ROle Of the State Under OPA
The state's role, as outlined in the federal government's response to oil pollutitm, is contained in the Oil
Pollution Act  OPA! of 1990, which was enacted by Congress in the wake of the Exxon Valdez oil spill in
Prince William Sound, Alaska on March 24. L9g9, OPA is the omnibus federal legislation on oil spill
prevention, liability, and COmpensatiolt that cvoSS CutS Several exiSting laws, includittg the Federal Water
Pollution Control Act, intervention of the High Seas Act, Ports and Waterways Safety Act, etc,. particularly
in creating the oil spill liability trust fund, OPA explicitly recognizes the authority of all states to levy
additional liability or requirements on oil spills ur removal activities or toe~blish  or continue! a fund
to pay for costs and damages arising from oil spills or to require any person to contribute to such a fund
 Section 101 8 a!  1 !�!;  h!�!�!!. In additi<m, OPA allows the state to impose or determine the amount of any
fine and civil or criminal penalties based nn discharge or substantial threat of discharge of oil  Section
101 S c!�!�!!.

OPA explicitly designates the state as the trustee of its natural resources  Section L X� c!�! A! B!!, but not
as a responder although the state may respond to an oil spill under the National Contingency Plan and be
reitnbursed "for the reasonable costs incurred for that removal, from the Oil Spill Liability Trust Fund"  Sec.
4201 dXH!!, The primary governmental responder for an at-sea oil spill is the U.S. Coast Guard  Subtitle B,
Section 4201-4202!; however, the Liatulity for the cleanup costs rests with the owners of the vessel while the
oil is in transit or the oil handling and processing facilities once the oil is delivered, The U S.Coast Guard is
responsible for responding immediately io an oil spill, if the spiller is incapable of responding. It is currently
operating on what it describes as the "shoot first and ask questions later" mode in recognition of the narrow
window of opportunity available for optimum response. The $1-billion oil spill liability trust fund established
under OPA provides the U.S, Coast Guard with tile capability for responding rapidly with the latest technology.

' tire »ac of the»pal of the wor»t ca»e»cenario to ttte Area C'ontingency plan heing *veto perl under  !pA wi II he the tr>t Jt dt»charge
af a 150000DWT tanker  cargo. 1.000,000 harre!» of Ala»katt crttde!





equipment failures, unless the source of the spill is an undetected underwater or underground pipeline leak.
One reason for Hawaii's vu!nerability to an at-sea oi! spill is its insular environment and its xnid-Pacific
location which gives the state no option but maritime shipping for the transport of a!most all of the goods
necessary to sustain its highly urbanized econotny, Me second reason is Hawaii's reliance on oil as its primary
source of energy.

Coupled with Hawaii's sole reliance on ocean-going tankers for delivery of oil, its vulnerability to oil spills
is made more acute by the number of inbound container ships that off-load cargo at Honolulu Harbor. Hawaii
was ranked No. 12 in the nation in the nse of waterborne transport in 1989. A total of I3,005,644 tons of cargo
were received in Hawaiian Ports. This is an increase of inore than 2,0N!,O N tons over the 1G,95!,237 tons
received in 1985  Office of Market Promotion, !991!,

Hawaii is envied for its natural beauty and climate. but it has severe limitations in land and natural resources
for agricultural and industrial development that make!t iinpossible to supply the basic needs of the !. I million
residents and 6.5 million tourists. This is a condition that is not atypical of i nsu! ar environments, The demand
for physical coiitfort and conveniences provided by engineered systems, automiihi les, and other ainenities is
far beyond what can be supplied by locally produced goods. indeed during the decade between 1980and!99G,
imports rose by 2S percent  U.S. Coast Guard briefing; May 24, 199!!, This tlgure is especially significant
in that nearly all of the 9S percent of goods that are shipped to Hawaii are discharged at the Port of Honolulu
and then transshipped by barge to the neighbor is!anCk, 'Ihus, there is major ! oadi ng and unloading of dry cargn
at Honolulu Harbor in addition to bunkering and off-loading of oil products,

During 1988, there was a total of 7,929 ship arrivals at the Port of Honolu!u a!one. Of these, 67! vesse!s�
92 tankers and 579 tanker barges � transported oil products  Table !,!!. ln addition, there were 5,616
shipments of merchandise to nine other commercial ports in the state.

Table I.l. inbound vessels: 1988

No. ef VesselsHarbor

Hilo

Kawaihae

Kahului

Kaumalapau

Kauna kakai

Ka!aupapa

Honolulu

Barbers Point

Nawili wili

Port AI!en

Total

Data Source: Department of Business and Economic Development and Tourism, !990

Hawaii's Reliance on Nlaritime Shipping

922

66 !

1.45!

654

682

6

7,929

458

643

75

13,480



When these vessel movements are annualized, on any given day. there are 37 diy and oil cargo carrying vest
inovements in the state's channel or offshore waters, This figure does not include the tnore than 15,00
documented and undocuinented recreational and fishi ng charter boats and other vessels that serve tourists an
residents. While figures were not available for the number of documented vessels. Table 1.2 clearly show
that inost of the undocumented vessels are on Oahu.

Table 1.2. Distribution of undocumented state registered vessels

1sland

Hawaii

Kaual

Nn. of Vessels

1,987

1,091

50

1,266

181

Maui

Molokai

8,926

Total 13/01

Data Source: Department of Business and Economic Development and Tourism, 1990

These vessels would add another 37 vesse]s/day, if each vessel sailed only once a year. Some of these vesseli
could be found in channel waters. ln addition, according to the Coast Guard's "Oil and Hazardous Substanct
Contingency Plan," t1shing boats and research vessels constitute 55 percent of the vessel trafhc in th
Honolulu area, a significant number along with other docutnented vessels that are not part of the 74/day vesse
movement, Also not factored into the ship traffic around the state are the movements of the U.S. Navy't
submarine and surface vessels,

There is, therefore, a potential for collision or grounding within the channel and nearshore waters of the stat~
where most of the vessel traffic occiirs. Figure I. 1 is a composite tnap showing the major tanker traffic path<
froin Asia and Southeast Asia, Alaska, the West Coast, and the interisland tanker barge routes. Tankers lader.
with crude oil, for the most part, approach the southern coast of Oahu to discharge their cargo at Barbers Point
from the open ocean or through the Kauai Channel which is about 60miies wide. Tankers from the West Coast
approach Oahu through the Kaiwi Channel. Jndoing so, they cut across tanker barge routes to Molokai, Lanai,
Maui, and Hawaii, The risk exposure of this routing is substantial from the standpoint of the significarice ot
both Oahu and Molokai's coastal areas that could be oiled if an accident were to occur, Moreover, given the
prevailing summer currents and the increase in surniner boating activities, the probability of a disastrous
accident occurring and injuring the coastal areas and wildlife and tourist activities would be greater during
the sutnmer months. However, since outdoor recreation is carried out year round in Hawaii, the seasons are
significant in that they could enhance or diminish the intensity of risk exposure because of the changes in the
prevailing currents

Figure 1. 1 also shows paths of the tanker barges  and dry cargo barges! that deliver oil products to the neighbor
islands. The ecologically and eninonucally sensitive areas were plotted on the map to show thc potential
impact an accident could have on wildlife and tourism. The well-being of both is dependent on a pristine
environment As shown in Figure 1.1, the narrowest channels in the state are found in the County of Maui.
The Kaiwi Channel between Oahu and Molokai and the Alenuehaha Channel between Maui and Hawaii are
not as narrow, but the latter. well-known for its turbulence, is traversed by tank~ barges on their way to Hilo
and Kawaihae Hartxiis.
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The reliance on ocean transport and the convergence of vessel activity in Honolulu Harbor places it at risk from
accidental spills during bunkering and product offloading operations and collisions and groundi ng caused by
guidance error. However, because crude oil is not off-loaded there, the risk of "dirty" oiling of the coastline
by a spill emanating from Honolulu Harbor would be miniinal. The most likely site for a large "dirty" oil spill
is at the Barbers Point offshore inooring which receives all of the crude oil that enters state. Until very recently,
interisland tanker barge shipment of No, 6 fuel oil was also a source of risk, but this risk has been reduced
considerably with the termination of shipinents by Pacific Resources. Inc. and Chevron, USA and the
substitution of shipments of diesel fuel oil for the No. 6 fuel oil to Kauai Hectric Company. At this writing,
Hawaiian Tug and Barge is theonly interisland carrier of No.6 fuel oil to Hawaii and Maui, but it will terminate
black oil shipments at the end of 1993.

'He potential for the occurrence of an oil spill caused by a vessel rem ains relatively high despite reduction
of tanker-barge traffic. There apparently have been near-collisions between tugs and recreational boats in the
riarrow channels between the islands that comprise the County of Maui. This issue is discussed in greater detail
in Chapter 6.

Hawaii's Reliance an Oil

Ihe other contributor to the state's vulnerability is its high consumption o f imported oil and oil products
because it currently has no alternative sources of renewable energy. Table l,3 graphically illustrates the
burgeoning demand for energy. Residential use has more than tripled in three decades, Commercial use
increased by tenfold, industrial use more than tripled, and transportation use more than doubled over the same
period. It is a simple equation: the greater the demand for oil-generated energy, the greater the riumber of
i.nbound tankers and the greater the probability of an accident, At present, there are no real options for reducing
the state's dependence onoil, which now supplies 90 percent of its energy requirements. In spite of the state' s
sporadic pursuit of alternative renewable energy sources, such as wind, ooean thermal energy conversion
 OTEC!. biomass, and geothermal, to date. none has been successfully scaled up to serious levels except for
biomass. Bamng unforseen problems, Puna Geothermal Ventures is expected to produce 25 megawatts of
power hy the end of l 992, which is about 20 percent of the power requirements of the County of Hawaii.
According to the state 's Energy Division, only about IO percent of the state's energy requirement is met by
other alternative non-oil energy sources, inostly by biomass �-7 percent! and coal  - 3 percent!  Personal
communication; Lyrm Y.S. Zane, Research Statistician, Energy Division!,

Table 19. Consuntption of energy: 1960, 1970, l980, l989

Cnnsurnlition  Trillion Btu!
ResidentialYear Industrial

2{!.7

43.6

62.4

68.6

Transportation

6LSf960

1970

7.3 52

16.4

23,2

25,3

l l.6

20.8

52.8

125.3

146.7

l52.4

1980

1989

Data Source: U.S. Departinent of Energy, 199l

Hawaii's social and economic well-being relies on the uninterrupted shipment of food, dLirable goods,
building materials, oil, etc. This dependency requires increasing numbers of freighters and tankers to call on
the state's ports and significantly increases Hawaii 's risk for suffering a major, if not catastrophic. oil spill,
'Ibe vulnerability of Hawaii to a major or catastrophic at-sea oil spill is enhanced by the state's sole reliance



on tankers as the means of importing oil and Hawaii's ever-increasing demand for and dependence on oil. It
now takes more than 2.5 billion gallons annually to satisfy the state's energy needs, Not surprisingly, between
1980 and 1990, the number of incomjng tankers rose by 70 percent, according to the U,S. Coast Guard's
Marine Safety Office  Honolulu, Hawaii!.

The rising number of incoming tankers validates the tripling of energy use by the resident population and the
tourism industry. In the foreseeable future, there are no prospects for infusion of local! y produced energy that
can significantly lower the 90 percent met by imported oil. Given these conditions, the expectation is that oil
imports would continue to increase to meet the demand for power and fuel. unless more vigorous efforts are
directed in the near term toward energy conservation and use efficiency and over the long term aggressive
development of both renewable energy and non-oil fossil fuels.

In domino fashion, as ship traffic increases, the state's vulnerability to oil spills will predictably also increase.
And indeed, the probability of more oil spills is borne out in the 557 oil spills reported to the U.S. Coast Guard
in 1990 � up 200 percent in a decade  U,S, Coast Guard briefing on. oil spills, May ! 991!. Whi!e the reported
oil spills are small, 10 to 100 gallons, it took only ]20 gallons, Less than � percent of the total estimated spi!I
of 1,500 ga!lons at Chevron's Barbers Point offshore mooring to close one beach on Kauai. It took 4 ! workers
6 days to clean oil-coated beach and coastal areas a!ong a 20-mile stretch at a cost of about $ ISA,<XN, according
to newspaper reports in the Honolulu Star Bulletin and Honolulu Advertiser between May %! 8, 1984. In this
instance, the source of the oi! was a !caking underwater pipe at the offshore mooring. Under certain
meteorological and oceanic conditions, a little oil can go a long way, particularly because it can increase nearly
fivefold in bulk.

A!ong with incoming container ships and miscellaneous cargo and other vessels, the Port of Hnnolu!u is also
the port of call of about 28 product tankers per year each carrying between 11 l, KK! to 270, KK! barrels of
aviation/jet fuel or Bunker C or other frie! oi!, About 16 miles to the west, 14 tankers per month, approximately
one tanker every 54 hours  or I tanker/2.� days! with a carrying capacity between 8. 82 � 37.8 million gallons
of crude oil, off-!oad their cargo at one of the B ar hers Point offshore moorings.

'Ihe Coast Guard noted that tanker traffic accounts for only tive percent of the Honolulu area vesse! traffic
However, as is shown in Table !.3, the five percent of ship traffic delivers about 1.642 bi!lion gallons of crude
oil that is off-!oaded at the Chevron, USA refinery and HIRI and an additional 4 !9.7 miff ion ga! Lons of fuel
products at Honolulu Harbor. Besides these two major ports, other commercial ports � Kaunakakai, Port
Allen, Nawiliw!li, Kahului, Kawaihae, and Hilo � receive about 153.5 million ga!lons of gasoline, jet fuel,
and fuel oil  Table ! .4!. The No. 6 fuel oil demand of sugar p!antations and e!ectric uti!ity companies on three
of the five major islands is shown in Table 1.5.



Table 1.4. Inter-island shipment of petroleum and petrol products in 1988

Kahului, Maui

Gasoline

Barbers Point, Oahu

Crude 1,641,9 $,111

4,536,132

3 703 066

10'

325*

Kaunakakai, Molokai

Asphalt, tar, and pitch

Petrol and coal products

26~

13,776*

Port Allen, Kauai

Distillate fuel oil

Petrol and coal products

902,406

12 !,559~

Data Source: Energy Division, Department of Business and Economic Development and Tourism
 Data = gallons, ' = short tons!

Table 1.5. Neighbor Island residual oil  N~i. 6 fuel oil! demand: 1990

Island Ni>. 6 fuel oil user

Electrical Utility  gals,!

43,119,972

3,176,838

22,771,77 !

Sugar Plantations  gals,!

12,810,000Hawaii

4,111,800

8,904, �0Maui

Lanai

Moiokai

Data Source: Energy Division, Department of Business and Economic Development and Tourism
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Honolulu Harbor, Oahu

Crude

Gasoline

Jet fuel

Distillate fuel oil

Residual fuel oil

Petrol and coal products

Nawiliwili, Kauai

Distillate fuel oil

Petrol and coal products

Gasoline

Asphalt, tar, and pitch

Liquid gas

Petrol and coal products

Jet fuel

Lubricating oil & grease

68,707,525

77,165,755

127,835,189

87,942,783

116,714,056

650.977*

1, �4,434

25,798*

5,372,840

7,134'

16,800'

195,561~

2,143,915

467*

Jet fuel

Distillate fuel oil

Lubricating oil and grease

Asphalt, tar, and pitch

Liquid gas

Petrol and coal products

Kawaihae, Hawaii

Gasoline

Distillate fuel oil

Naphtha and petrol solvents

Asphalt, tar, and pitch

Hilo, Hawaii

Gasoline

Jet fuel

Distillate iuel oil

Residual fuel oil

Lubricating oi1 and grease

Asphalt, tar, and pitch

Liquid gas

Petrol and coal products

13,354,811

6,708,113

38,310,472

654*

1,422*

12,539~

204,637«

13,438,679

1,969,245

11,612,406

40,408,862

417*

7,134'

16,80 !~

195,561~





a live bridge watch, proper bow/single point moori ng lookout, and an engineer on immediate standby to handle
ship movement. In addition, tankers are required to take on a pilot who has a federal pilot's license and obtain
tug assistance during all mooring and unmooring and standby assistance, as appropriate. There are also
prescribed weather conditions that govern all transfer and hose disconnect operations and vessel departure
from the mooring. All pierside oil transfers require the predeployinent of a containment boom.

Unlike mainland states, which have access to vast networks of pipelines and overland routes via tank trucks

and trains, Hawaii has no option but ocean-going tankers to transport the nearly 3 billion gallons of crude oil
and oil products it requires annually. 1tus reliance on tankers places the state at risk and between the proverbial
"rock and a hard place" in developing regulations to ensure its protection from the potentially catastrophic
consequences of a major oil spill. If the regulations are too stringent and linpose high operating and liability
costs, U.S. regulated tankers may cease to call on Hawaii. Arco Marine, for example, no longer delivers crude
to Hawaii because of these reasons. Chevron, USA and PRI have also ceased barge shipment of fuel oil to the
neighbor islands. On the other hand, the state needs to be assured that tankers calling at Hawaii ports are
properly maintained and operated by crews trained to meet V.S. standards. The tankers must also show
evidence of financial responsibility for responding to any accidental discharge of oil. An important
requirement, under the federal OPA of 1990is assurance of financial capability of tankers and/or their agents
to respond to a major spill, i,e., the discharge of their entire cargo under storm conditions. A policy issue that
needs to be addressed is the level of liability that the state should impose on tankers and other parties that own
and/or handle the oil beyond the level imposed under OPA. Prudence dictates that even under the current
uncertainties, soine ceiling needs to be established under Hawaii' s statutes. Otherwise, the cost of the required
insurance would make interisland tanker barge and overseas tanker shipping to Hawaii economically
unattractive.

The vulnerability of the state is also enhanced by the impact of an oil spill on the state's sensitive coasia! zone
and nearshore areas which are wildlife and fishery habitats and unique ecosystems. These coastal resources
are also economically significant to the tourisin-related industries. Panels of experts validated sensitive
species and hahitats of marine wildlife and coastal areas of high economic significance. The single most
significant finding was that, based on such information as that obtained from post-oil spill inonitoring at Prince
William Sound, living resources were found to he resilient, In addition, their wide distribution throughout the
Hawaiian Archipelago precludes singling out "critical habitats" for any of the locally popular fish and algae
species. There was some concern expressed on the impact of an oil spill on intertidal flora and fauna  especiaIIy
invertebrates! and their habitats, All of the biologists agreed that special consideration should be given to areas
where endangered and threatened inaminals and seahirds pup, feed, and nest and to emhayments that. provide
unique low salinity environments that are thought to be significant in the life cycle of many nearshore fisheries.

The implications of the results of the natural resources study diminished somewhat the significance of sites
other than known habitats of endangered species and einbayrnents. The two general conclusions given below
should he considered in setting priori ties for deploying available equipment and human resources in response
to an oil spill:

1. Coastal tlora and fauna, other than endangered species, may recover more rapidly from the impact
of oil spills, if extraordinary cleanup efforts, e.g., use of pressurized hot water, are not used.

2. Sites that have been identified  see Figure 1.1 for gross macro-view! as heing significant both to
endangered species and to tourism should he defined and serve the basis for establishing response
priorities.

Response priorities, however, need to be established by the public,
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Conclusions

Hawaii's reliance on oil and maritime shipping f<ir consumer and industrial go<ids and the high number of
c<immercial and recreational boats in nearshore waters increase the state's vulnerability from an at-sea oil
spill. When annuali ged. statewide monthly ship traNc includes SS oil-Men vessels; 1.B73 dry cargn carriers;
more than 1, I<X! und<icurnented vessels; and 2.lXX! d<icumented vessels. These ships contribute to a daily
vessel movement of rn<ire than 1  X! vessels distributed throughout the islanth. However, the cxincenn'ation of
traffic is ln Oahu's coastal waters, Over the past several years, the rati<i of vessel traNc to accidents has been
  lo percent. Based on rex!rted spil/s over a nine-year period, the statistical probabiBty of a smail spill
 <20, XX! gali<ins! is <mce in 2.25 years; mid-range spill �0-C l, XX! gallons! is once in 4. 5 years; and a
catastr<iphic spill of l i � 1 l. XXVXX! gallons is <mce in 05 years  bx.. 1992!.

While the historic data idemiBes Pearl Harhor as the likely site of oil spills  one in two <iil spills >S. X X! gallons
occurred there between 1983 and 1991!. the g<i<id news rs that with advanced preparation, oil spills can he
contained within the lochs. Oil spills in Hon<ilulu Harbor can ala> be contained, but the danger fnight be the
toxicity and/or volatility <il the relined oil products, Aboul 17 percent of the tt 1 percent <if the oil spills off Oahu
during 1983 � !99] occurred al Barbers Poim. when the data for Barbers P«ini were annualiaed, there were
ab<iut four spills <1, XX! gallons! per m<inth <iver lhe nine years. Because of the nature ot' the off-!<iading
system of crude oil at the two <iflshore m<iorings. i<seated 2 and 2,5 miles from sh<ire, <iil spills at Barbers Point
will always he "at-sea." Even with the designa0<in of the Kaiwi Channel as a lanker 1'ree zone. Barbers Point
canbe the sile of an Oil spill as Catastrophic as any in the Kaiwi Channel. The easterly currents ln winier months,
enhanced by Kona weather conditions, c<!uld carry the crude oil from the offsh<ire m<i<>ring site to Waikiki
and through the Kaiwi Channel t<i the windward coast of  !ahu. H<>wever, the prevailing currents are only
indications of macro trends and are not likely t» reflect short-term micr<i conditi»ns. There is no way as yet
known to enable «n accurate micro prediction ot currents.

Recommendations
t'At<or' ~ <wte: The I'ec<i<<<n<eada<lo«s tha< f«tto» are based ue <hL nadIng<< <Nf <iur rescsrcb. hI I«dka<ect ia Ilal~ <bc Ix!H
n<Nes th«l aoee ot ihc reCummc«da Unas are alrvaly la Ihc praCea ot being Im plesne<i<sd by <he appr<nirbelc sge<NbiN.
l. Elevate lhe priority given t<i the development of alternative renewable energy, such as s<>iar and

go<!thermal

2. Pr<imote energy c<!nservation pr<igra<ns m<ire vig<ir<iusly
Continue lo pursue eff<irts currently underway to establish tanker-free transit z<!nes
The U.S. Cr«art Guard has «sked for valunrary ctmpliance in avon<ling the K<uiv«hanaeL Pr< srn<ly,
Chevron does not pass tankers thro«gh the K«iw< channel and Pacifi < Resources, /n«. s negrn«uing rr>
avoid  he channeL

4. Study the volume ol'lug-barge and recreati<inal b<iat traffic in the Kal<ihi. Pai<il<i. and Auau Channels and
promOting publiC education pr<igramS on b<iating Safety fOr reCreati«nal b<iaierS; esp!<ire p<iSSihility l<ir
licensing all recreational boaters
I<is suggested I ha < all recreati onul bo«rsbe equi ppr d wi fh a radar de res ri on d<sh sr> rhuf comlnerc<ul b<i«ts
»irh radar Cun iden]ify reCreational bna<S i'n  he near viCinity.

S. Requirerigorous kiss control procedures as part of the facility contingency plans t'<ir all public and prii ate
<>nsh<ire facililies tha  handle oil and oil pr<iducts

33 CFR Purr l56 provides regularions to prevent l<yss during rranrfer, F«<il<fy rripanse plan< «re
requi red ra be' subrni  red hy Fehnu<ry Ill, l993; rh<s area <v<ll be addressed a«l<rsr plans.
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Ensure that oil spill risk is a significant consideration in the selection of fossil fuel products under the
state's integrated energy planning activities

7. Give equal weight to economic and ecological sensitivities of a coastal site in establishing cleanup
response priorities
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CHAPTER 2
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CATASTROPHIC OIL SPILL:
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Scope of this Chapter
Hawaii is vulnerable to at-sea oil spills because ot its annual import of nearly three bi]lion gallons of oil and
oi] products and the fact that this oil is transported to and between the is! ands solely hy sea. Current oil spill
response capability in-state can effectively handle the cleanupof up to 1 N ] N gallons under most conditions,
'Ihis cleanup capacity is provided jointly by 'Die Clean Islands Council, the state's industry-supported oi1 spill
response cooperative, and the independent oil spil] response contractors. The Marine Spill Response
Corporation, a national oil industry cooperative, has announced that it will expand Hawaii's response
capability by 250,000 barrels in rnid-1993.

Over a nine-year period between 1983 and 1991, 40 percent of the oil spills in Hawaii were <1,0 ]0 gallons/
spill  see Chapter 6 for a more detailed discussion!, About 10 percent of the spills that occurred during this
period were large spills, ranging between 5,000 and 12 ] XS gallons, Based on these data and the fact that there
has been no lasting adverse economic impacts from past oi] spil]s, including a 1987 spill of 120,000 gallons,
the focus of this chapter is on the cost of responding to the very large or catastrophic oil spills described in
the U.S. Coast Guard's worst case scenario. 'Ibe same scenario was used in analyzing the effect of oil spills
on the state's tourism industry in Chapter 3,

Introduction
In March of l989, the catastrophic Exxon Valdez oil spill ia Prince William Sound, Alaska demons rated that
oil spills can produce tremendous negative impacts on natura] resources and on the economy. It impacted
thousands of people and cost billions of dollars. Several other catastrophic oil spills preceded the Exxon
Va]dez spill. Table 2.1 shows the estimated cost of some of these spi Bs, 1liese costs, however, are difficult
to compare directly. As a result of court decisons, what can be claimed as legitimate injury to resources and
persons from oil spills has changed dramatically over the two decade span covered by the spill incidents.
Methods of analyzing and calculating the damage  cost! resul ing from the various types of injury have also
changed. Today costs incwred from spills may include some if not all ot the fo]]owing: at-sea response
expenses, shoreline and other property cleanup costs, oil and oily waste disposa] expenses, value of the ioss
of vessel s! and cargoes, economic damages to natural resources, 1«ss uf use value of aftected resources,
reduced tourism income, impacts on the state's economy, disruption of the lives of people, litigation and
damage recovery costs, and research expenses.

Table 2.L Kstimated costs of oil spills

Estimated

ccats  $million!
Vessel Location

a/ cleanup costs a]one costs $2B; h/ 1978 $; c/ 1976 $; d/ 1973 $; e/ 1969 $
Data Sources: U,S. GAO  ]977!; Assaf et.a]. �986!; Griga]unas, et,aL  ]986!; Temple Barker and Sloane, ]nc
�99]!,

A study by Moiler et.al. �987! estimated the per barrel cost of responding and c]eaning up a spill to range
hetween $313 and $768  in 1985 dollars! per harrei, Costs, estimated by region. were lowest in the Far East
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Exxon Valdez a/

Amoco Cadiz h/

Argo Merchant c/

Chesapeake Bay c/

Zoe Colocotroni d/

Santa Barbara Channel e/

Alaska

France

Massachusetts

Virginia

Puerto Rico

California

Year Amount

spilled
 million gal!

I !.0

68. !

7.5

0.3

2.1

3,0 N,O

]95-284.0

5,2

].3

]4.7

12,5



anti highest in North America. restudy also highlighted the incident-specificity of oil spills costs, Costs vary
greatly between oil spill cases depending on the type oi oil, spill size, shoreline characteristics, and extent of
contamination. As such, total costs cannot be computed by using standardized unit  e.g., per gallon! costs.

Tbe economic study to determine the costs of a catastrophic oil spill in Hawaiian waters was based on the
following suinmary of a catastrophic oil spiH scenario developed hy the U.S. Coast Guard for their Oil Spill
Contingency Plan  U.S. Coast Guard, l989!;

A fully loaded tanker with 29,4',000 gallons  average tanker size! of crude oil, collides with a
containership in the Kai wi Channel at 0350hours, November 3 J, during a Kona squalL The collision
is seven miles southeast ofhfakapuu Point at tire center of the channel. On collision, the tanker loses
one-third of i ts cargo or 9,800,000 gallons. From this point, it could lose from zero to i9,6M!,0 NJ
gallons dependi ng on specific circumstances.?7ie weather is cloudy wi th rain showers, the seas from
the south wi th 6-7 foot swells.?he weather i s not expected to change for several days,
Someof the heavy oit will immeduttety begin to sink, nutkrn g tracking dtfjrcult and boomi ng only about
30 percent effective. Also, booms will not be available for some time and heavy seas will hinder
operations. The currents are expected to flow northwesterly but to he influenced by mctny variables
like tides, wind speed and di rection, etc...
?Removementof'the oil will be towttrds Oahu with the slickirnpacting Makapuu Pointin eighthours,
The current moving the subsurface oi l cotdd impact the ttrea in four hours,?he vast si ze of the slick
would eventually blanket both wirtdward and leeward shores and could reach the west coast if the oil
is trapped in near-sitore tidal currents and eddies.

Once the slick passes Oah u, it would impact Kauaii n four days and Niihauin fi ve days. Some utrballs
could move to the Northwestern Hawaiian Islruuls  NlVHI!. itis estinutted that response and cleanup
could take 10- l6 month.s.

The U.S.Coast Guardhas stressed that although this is not the the most likely large spill scenario, it is a possible
worst case scenario that would maximize the impaa on Oahu where 80 percent of the state's popul stion resides
and where tourism activities and faci}i ties are concentrated. in addition, a trajectory analysis on the path of
the oil spill was run for the worst case scenario by the NOAA office in Seattle, Washington. Their analysis
is summarized as follows;

Winds from the south combined with currents to the southwest would result in heavy beach impacts
between Atakapitu Point and Koko Head within 22 hours after the initial spilL With southerly winds
continuing for the next 48 to 72 hours, we would expect oi l to enter Maunalua Bay on the south side
of Oahu, and a slick extending north ofJ Makttpuu Point, on the north si de of Oahu.
Due to the large trmount of oil spilled. beach impacts along the shorelines of Oahu may conti nue for
several weeks due to replicating oil «nd varying wind conditions. The times and locations of the
impacts auld depend on the wind conditions. Under trade wi nd conditions, oil would impact the
north shore between Makapuu Point artdKahuku Point wi th the iu.aviest impacts between Makapuu
Point and Mokapu Point  Kaneohe Marine Corp Ai rStation!. Oil along tire south shore would move
west towards Bttrber 's Point and eventually toward Kaena Poi nt under trtule wi nd conditions. The
trade winds would keep most if not all of the oil off the southern shore of Oahu. However, any south
wind episode may result in Iteavv beach irnprtcts between Koko Head and Kaena Point.
77te worst case scenario would httve the enti re istanbul of Oahu impacted over a span of several weeks
as oil refloated arid wind coruli tions ciianged between trade winds ttnd Kona winds. Kauai would be
impacted wi thi n one and a half to two weeks of the spill depending on the winds. We ~ould not expect
any of the crude oi l to sink unk ss tarmats or tarballs picked up sand along the beach. We would not
expect much penetration of oilinto the sand. Past spills on sttndy beaches has shown that even Tf the
odis fresh and the sand cs coarse, penetration is linn T d to about 0 50 i'nch unles t waves work the oil
deeper, Penetration in cobble or conti rock beached may be several inches.
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The major costs that may be incurrM from a large oil spill can be broadly classitTed as follows:

Cost of Cleanup
Cost of at-sea response and eontainmeut includes the cost of responding to the oil spill at sea, by booming,
skimming, lightering., and with salvage operations, and chemical treatment.

Cost of shoreline cleanup includes the cost of cleaning up the shoreline, beaches, marshlands, and rocky
shores. !t also includes the cost of cleaning up boats and other sea vessels, harbors and marinas. and oiled
marine animalS, SuCh aS seabirds and marine malnmals.

Cost of oil and oily waste disposal includes the disposal cost of large quantities of oil and oily debris. The
oil referred to here is the oil recovered from the skimming operations as well as the more viscous oil-water
emulsion  mousse!, Oily debris includes disposable sorbems and booms used in the cleanup operations, as
wel] aS Other materials con talni riated by Oil like Sand. marine debris, Or even beaCh and Shoreline slruCtureS
that could accumulate oil and gradually release it into the environment over time.

Depending on the type of waste and disposal system used, disposal cos1s can vary, For instance, oil recovered
frOm the ski mining operations may be recycled in an oil reiinery, but there iS a COSt asSoCialed with doing this.
ln Hawaii, where there is an H-power plant, some oily wastes tray be disposed of by burning. Wastes may
also be stored in drums and shipped to the mainland or other appropriate disposal sites, Wastes may also be
disposed of in designated landfills. or could be "farmed", i.e. plowed into the soi I until bacteria degrade the
oil materials.

Each of these methods not only involves different costs. but also different environmental effects. Disposal
decisions necessarily involve trade-offs between environmental considerations, costs, and expediency. To
date, Hawaii has no specific state provision or regulation on disposal methods for oil and oily wastes of the
magnitude that may be generated by a catastrophic spill.

Cost of government response includes the cost of federal, state, aod local agencies response to oil spills
including personnel, equipment, and other related costs. in addition, there are non-market costs involved, For
instance, when personnel are disrupted from normal duties to respond to an oil spill or when government
vehicles and equipment are used, opportunity costs are involved,

Cost of the Vessel s! and Spilled Gil
Costs of an oil spill at-sea include the loss uf cargo, cost of repai rs, and opportunity costs of kist use of the
vessel and crew. lf the vessel is incapacitated, it may be necessary to tow it farther offshore to avoid or lessen
the impact of the oil spill on the islands, addi ng more costs. Al ternati vel y, it may sink at or near the location
of the spill or after being tctwed to sea. Depending nn the decision made regarding the fate of the vessel, the
cost will vary. One of the options that could he considered is to repair the vessel for later use or to salvage it
for scrap. In this cost analysis, the assumprion made was that the ship will be totally lost by towing i't offshore,
Therefore, the costs referred to include the value of the vessel and lost cargo.

Damages ta Resources
Cost of natural resource damages include; the costs of dead animals, decline in fisheries populations,
removal and replacement of oil contaminated sand, and loss of mangroves. corals. and other marine and
coastal resources,

These costs are generally difficuit to estimate because they are resources that are not cttmmonly sold in the
market. For instance, endangered animals do nol have a marker price and thus their costs may be derived as
the value that society puts on them. Because replacing these artirnals is next to impossible, a surrogate price
may not be used'. There are. however, certain economic lechniques that can be used to estimate these values

r A SufrOSete pttce is the ttrI~ of a simUar Or Suhstutrte resriNrI.e that can he n sert III place Of Ihe reSIIIIroe whIIse price is not known
f9



but they require extensive surveys and data analysis. An exainple is the use of a contingent valuation techniqui
wherein the value of the resource is estimated by asking individuals the value they at tach to a resource.

For resources like sand, it may be easier to estimate values by using market prices, Sand is a traded good ant
thus has a inarket price, However, to the extent that the quality of the replaced sand is not as good as tha
removed, there exists an incongruity in prices. The quality of sand on some beaches in Hawaii is unique ant
it is doubtful whether a comparable replacement can be obtained.

Damage to fisheries has a biotogicaI basis, Total cost of damages to fisheries in this report is based or
population decline due to mortality or loss in recruitinent and the inarket price and does not include losses ir
income from the inability of fishermen to catch fish. The latter is addressed separately as damages to ocear
industries,

Damages to  private! coastal properties may be large if the damage is iireparable. Because oil spills taini
coastal areas, they have the potential to reduce the value of beachfront properties. Il the property can hc
recovered, cleaned, or restored, replacement or restoration costs, together with the loss froin iinpaired value
of the property, can be used as the total cost associated with the spill. Real estate values may or may not decline
over time if the damage is recoverable and/or is teinporary.

Damages to Businesses and Other Commercial Activities

Losses in tourism revenues resulting from the decline in tourist arrivals could be both short-term and
Iong-term, Millions of tourists visit Hawaii annually. Their expenditures account for about one-third of the
state's income according to the 199I State Data book. A catastrophic oil spill would foul beaches and
shorelines and result in their closure. Losses would occur as tourists cut vacations short and consider other

vacation sites for future travel. The success of cleanup efforts and restoration of natural resources and the
transmittal af this inforination globally would be key to restoring the image of Hawaii as a "quality
destination."

Losses in revenues from tourist-related businesses and ocean industries commercial and recreatinrraI!
include losses incurred by industries relying on offshore and nearshore resources directly atTected by the spill,
for instance, recreational and commercial fishermen who forego their utility or income, respectively, derived
from fishing activities. We may be able to measure the impact on commercial fisheries as the loss in income
of individuals who use these resources, but as a result of the spill, cannot have access to the resource. Thus,
a fisherman who is not able to harvest his usual catch because of the spill, is foregoing that income or utihty.
These Tosses inay be partially offset i f fishing boats and crew are hired to participate in the cleanup process.
Recreational fishermen, on the other hand, will incur losses in utility by nut being able to go fishing. Such
utility !oss can be translated to enmomic losses.

Other activities that may be adversely affected are dinner guises, sailing, and ocean charter businesses. There
are also ocean activities that take place year-round in the islands, like triathlons, surfing events, etc., which
may be affected by the spill.

Advertising or marketing costs for tourism sector would be incurred to counteract wide media coverage
on the spill. Because Hawaii is a tourism-led economy, the impact of oil spills reaches far beyond the physical
dainage to resources, It is anticipated that news coverage of an oil spill in the national and international media
will have a large and immediate adverse impac1 on the number of visitor arrivals, Once cleanup and restoration
are accomplished, a parallel media and adverlising campaign will be needed to restore the "Hawaii iinage"
as a destination site. This would mean larger than usual advertising and promotional budgets for state agencies,
tourist facilities, and transportation companies,

~ due to disruption or curtailment of seaport activities include losses in income to the Harbors
Division, to the owners of vessels including cruise ships and recreational boats, to wholesalers and retailers



distributing goods passing through the port, and the losses experienced by the tlrms and individual users of
the goods. In addition, when the delay in the berthing of vessels causes a decline in the stock of food and other
commodities, speculative inflationary effects can be generated.

Costs and Damage Assessments Associated with the Worst
case Catastrophic Oil Spill: Results and Discussion
Estimated costs associated with at-sea and on-shore cleanup, cost of the vessel and spilled oil, and partial
damage to natural resources are shown in this chapter. Estimated losses to the tourism industry and to the ocean
recreation industry are provided in Chapter 3. Marine aiumal cleanup, damage to private coastal properties,
port closure iinpacts, and the socioeconomic impacts on the lives of Hawaii's people are not estiinated in this
report.

Cast of Cleanup for the Worst ease Oil Spill
Methodology. Historical spill data can provide insights into response requirements and cleanup costs if
conditions are similar. However, few spills have occurred in areas where conditions approxiinate those in
Hawaii. Nevertheless, the type of response strategy and the requirements for shoreline cleanup and response
at sea can be obtained from individuals who are knowledgeable in the area of response, cleanup, and waste
disposal. On this basis, a panel of experts was asseinbled from the U.S. Coast Guard and the oil industry to
determine thecosts likely to occur when cleaning up an oil spill of the magnitude described in the U.S. Coast
Guard's worst case scenario. The approach was to reach a consensus among the experts on response strategy,
cleanup techniques, length of cleanup, expected personnel, equipment requirements, and prices. The varied
experience and background of panel members required several rounds of "brainstorming" to converge on a
single or narrow range of estimates. The cost estimates are specific to the physical iinpacts and response
strategies assumed in this analysis � that of the worst case catastrophic oil spill.

The following costs and cost analysis assumes only I ! million gallons of the 29-million gallon cargo will be
released. If more oil escapes. there would be a significant increase in the cost of collecting and disposing of
oil and oily waste materials, as well as for cleaning up the shorelines. However, it is not expected that costs
would increase proportionately.

Cost of At-Sea Response and Containment

Response Strategy. The expert panel visualized the main btxly of floating oil would strike the east shore of
Oahu as a single wave assault and then proceed to spread around the south, north, and west shores. A
significant portion of nil would bypass the island and be carried westward toward Kauai and the NWHI.
Because of the location  seven miles offshore! and timing  at night ! of the spill, there would be little effective
response at sea before the inain wave of oil impacted the east shore. However, depending upon availability
of personnel and equipment and the rate at which they could be mobilized, there would be a wide range of
opportunity and demand for response at sea in the first few days following the spill. It is assumed that the period
for effective at-sea response would be linut& to the first two weeks after the spill occurs,

Hawaii's contingency plan calls for the use of booms and skimmers to contain and retrieve oil from the sea
waters. An inventory of available equipment and supplies is provided in Appendix C. A Mernorandurn of
Understanding exists ainong the Hawaii State Department of Health, the EPA, and U.S. Coast Guard to allow
the use of chemical dispersants to break up oil at sea. Use of dispersants is contlned to waters more than 6fi
feet in depth and where shoreline resources would not he impacted,

If the damaged vessel becomes incapacitated, it may be towed out to sea and abandoned in otTshore waters
or salvaged for repair or for scrap, In addition, lightering operations will be needed to unload the remaini~g
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oil, if conditions allow. For this study, the assumption is that lightering will be done and the vessel is lost at
sea. Given this response scenario, the following assumptions were used R! estimate at-sea response costs. A
summary of these costs are shown in Table 2.2,'

Table 2.2. Summary of at-sea response costs by type of operation

Amount, $000Operation Distribution, k

Cost of at-sea response operations, estimated at $21.6 mil1ion includes offshore skimining of oil, bumming,
dispersant application, lightering, salvage and underwater survey. and helicopter overtlights. Offshore
skimming costs, which comprise 15 percent of the total at-sea response costs, includes the cost of skimming
vessels or skimming systems, workboats, crew, and barges and tankships to hold the skimmed oil. Intensive
skimming operations are expected to last for a week, Booming, which is 65 percent of total at-sea response
cost, will be the major cost component in the response process. This is because the cost of booms alone is 60
percent of the total at-sea response cost. In addition to the cost of booms, booming costs include hiring fishing
boats and crew to deploy, tend, and clean the b<!oms. About 5 > percent oi the offshore bourns that are used
require cleaning.

Dispersant application, about $1,4 million or 7 percent of the total at-sea response cost, includes the cost of
dispersants flown in from various storage sites on the main! and and the cost of specially equipped airplanes
to apply the chemicals. It is assumed that use of dispersants is in compliance with state and federal regulations
stipulated in the pre-agreement. Because the effectiveness of dispersants decreases rapidly, they should be
applied as soon as possible. The efficacy of dispersants is within the tirst 72 hours. In a best case scenario,
it will take at least 19 hours to get a plane capable of applying dispersants to Hawaii. The following tiine
schedule is required to hire a plane fron! Sacramento to Hawaii'.

5 hours preparation time for the plane

2 hours to lly to Mesa, Arizona to pick up equipment

1 hour to load equipment

hours to lly fn!m Mesa to Htinolulu

hour to load dispersants on board

hours TOTAL

There is a further loss of at least eight hours of downtime for the crew before applicatitin can hegin unless a
second set of crew is available.

Details of these oust estimates can be found in the»upplernentul report Crrst tran' err-sr a responsr, shorrdim clean-ap rtnd waste
disposrdfor a cotastrrrphir. rnl april in Howair.' ossrrrrrptions and rrrst worl'shet ts hy JR. Davidson, and C.A. Olive Copies are
available from the UH Sea Grunt Communicutrons Office, ttXX! Pope Road, MSB Room 2 X!, Honolulu, Hl 96!
2.
'Presentation during the "Emerging Oil Spill Response Optirms Work»hop", Honolulu, HI, November l.'t. 19'> l.

Skimming

Booming

Dispersant application

Lightering

Salvage and underwater survey

Helicopter over flights

Logistics and others

TOTAL

3,273

13,980

1,408

658

236

589

1,497

21,641
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Lightering operations, costing up to $66 !,ON!, include the rental costs ofbarges, tugs, and pumps. Lightering
is Ilecessary to rid the vessel of oil and to minimize further !eakage. In addition to the ligbtering operations,
it tnay be necessary to salvage and tow the tanker to deeper waters, particu! arly i f there is any danger of sinking.
Salvage operations involve the use of tugs and salvage boats. Underwater hull surveys will also be performed
in order to determine the extent of damage tn the vessel. The partial cost estitnate of underwater hull surveys
and salvage operations is $240, XN,

Other costs include helicopter overflights tu determine the size and direction of s!!ck movements and time
required for government o!Ticia!s and staff tn monitor the extent of the damage and to gather information
necessary for decisionmaking. These overf!ights are estimated to be $590,DIN or 3 percent of total at-sea
response costs. Logistics costs include the chartering of boats and planes to transport crew, equipment, and
supplies from shore to the cleanup site and from the rttaiu!and, the rent of command posts and staging areas,
and rental of other miscellaneous equipment, These costs can reach $1,5 million.

Shoreline and Associated Resource Cleanuq Costs

Onshore cleanup is far more costly than the at-sea response in most oil spills  Mo!!er, et a!, 1987!. Because
cleanup costs are highly variable depending on various factors such as!ocalion of the spi!!, amount and type
of oil spilled, weather cond! tions, type of coast!ines and other sinular factors, it was not deemed appropriate
to use per unit cost estimates from other oi! spills. It can be expected that the cost of response equipment and
manpower wou! d be higher in Hawaii due tu additional transportation and freight costs. Th!s section will be
divided into 4 subsections: I ! cost of shoreline cleanup, 2! cost of boat c! eanup. 3! cost of harbor cleanup, and
4! cost of marine animal cleanup.

Shoreline Cleanup Costs

Cleanup technique. It is assumed that due to the high value and shorehne diversity of Hawaii's beaches,
manual cleanup using rakes, shovels, and sorbents will be employed to minimize the physical, biological, and
environmental damage.

Oil-contatninated shores wi	 be c!caned with sorbents andre oil recovered with vacuum trucks. Tarmats and
tarba!!s will be manually collected and packaged in plastic bags for dislxma!. Any oil-coated shoreline debris
would be removed and disposed. Shoreline structures like pilings and seawalls will be deaned or, when
necessary, removed to prevent leaching or recurring contatnination of the sutroum!ing areas.
Oil-coated sand will he removed from the beach and replaced with new material. It is assumed that the
contamination will be an average of I  ! feet wide and two inches deep on the beach areas. Under the worst case
scenario, all of the 265,SN4 feet  S !.2 miles! of beaches in Oahu will be contaminated to some degree with
oi!,

Length of cleanup, The estimated length of tinte for intensive c!eanup of shorelines and beaches, in particu! ar,
would be two months � the tirst month at fu!i scale 12-hour shiits atxl the second month at half-scale. In
addition, a !ess intensive cleanup effort is expected to continue for up to a year, including responding to
occasional beach rem!ling and discovery of small ptmkets or buried deposits of oil, All major beaches would
be open by the end of the second month.

Extent nf contamination. It is assumed, based on the NOAA trajectory. that all of Oahu's shore!ines wi	 be
blanketed withoil. In addition, Kauai wi! 1 also he itupacted and would therefore require simultaneous response
with Oahu. The Northwestern Hawaiian Islands are also expected to be impacted by tarba!!s,
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Table X3. Summary of shoreline deanup costs

Amount, $ Distribution, %Input

87

il

2

l00

Labor

Materials and equiptnent

Transportation

TOTAL

45,488,250

5,8 ,585

955,359

5~49,]85

A major cost component in shoreline cleanup is labor which amounts to $45.5 million or 87 percent of
shoreline cleanup costs. Labor costs include wages and allowances paid to laborers and supervisors, About
50percentof the laborers already trainedor experienced in cleanup work would be flown in from the mainland
Workers from the mainland may be hired through a contractor like VECO, which responded during the Exxon
Valdez spill in Alaska. or Burlington Environmental of California, The other half of the laborers, hired locally,
would require the minimum trairnng. Possible sources of laborers in the islands are hotel workers,
construction, and landscape firms. Volunteers are generally not allowed to work on shore!ine deanup because
they are not covered by iiability insurance and there could be problems regarding contamination of the waste
collected'. Most volunteers are expected to be assigned to less hazardous operations like cleanup of birds.

Materials and equipment constitute about 1 1 percent of the total shoreline cleanup costs. Cost items in this
category include sorbents, velum truck rentals. coinmunicatio n equipment, hand-held cleanup equipmeu!.
and disposable protective chithing. Transportation costs include plane fare for workers conung froru the
mainland as well as bus and car rentals. Transportation expenses are expected to cost roughly SI,IXN,OOO.

Boat Cleanup Costs

Boats that are moored or out at sea during the spill wil I likely be contaminated with oil. Boat cleanup costs
range from $50 to $150 per boat based on the estimate by Moiler, et al.  !987! corrected for inflation aud
Hawaii's prices. I fit is assumed that the the number of boats contaminated is equal to the 3,079 wet moorings
in Oahu and Kauai, boat cleanup costs would range from $225,8<i0 to $677,tXX!,

Port Cleanup Costs

Although ports are one of the top priorities for first response, there is no guarantee that they will not be
cotatarninated by oil. If oil enters ptmts, intensive cleanup operations have to be performed expeditiously to
enable ocean-going vessels to load and unload cargoes. In Noveinber 1991, when the YUPEX spilled 10,000
to 20, NO gallons of diesel fuel oil in Honolulu Harbor, Pacific Environmental Corp' ation  PENCO!, the
cleanup contractor, recovered S, XX! gagons with skimmers and sorbents at a cost ot $60, XX!. Cleanup costs
depend on the size of the spill and the type ot oil. The type of oil dictates the cleanup method, e.g., port
structures  piBars, etc.! contamiriated with heavier oils coukl be difficult to clean.

Honolulu Harbor has about 2$ tt� linear feet of piers In addition, there are piers at Barber's Point and several
small boat harbors If all of these are contaminated, they could prtxluce a large cleanup cost.

During ttte Tantrharge Hrrna Spilt in the Katohi ~unct in januaty 1987, the Fetterat Ou-Scene Coontinator tFOSC! Report  p.
2 t-a2! Cited the prohletnS cnCOuttterett with the use of volunteers us: t ! linhitity prOhknn with respect to potential injury arnt 2!
leant prOhtetne tesohing frotn hazardous waste regutntiunS and their appticauon to Waste Oil � the clean-up contraCtOr is hahte
for violation a-f fcderat bazarttous muteriats regutaiions.
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Bird and INarine AnIrnal CIeantlp COStS

Birds and marine ani mals afe susceptible to oiling. Once oiled. it may be necessary to clean them to reduce



risk of mortality. Because Hawaii has a signi  leant number of threatened and endangered seahirds and marine
animals, it is probable that intensive efforts to rescue and treat these animals can be expected. Diving seahirds
are particularly vulnerable because of their feeding habits  see Chapter 4!. Once their plummage is oiled,
seabirds are susceptible to hypothermia and loss of buoyancy. Unless they are cleaned, oiled birds will perish.
It is suspected that seabird mortality is underrepor ted in wildlife damage reports.

Bird rescue and cleanup vary signi icantly depending on the method of rescue operations. Although the actual
cleanup  washing and drying! could he fairly uniform, special animal handling procedures may cause drastic
cost changes. For example, in the Tenyo Maru oil spill off Washington, rescue operations cost $2 X!, !OO-
225, XX!. About 125 birds were rescued, of which only one out ot seven  about 18 total! survived. This rescue
operation translates to $12 / XX! per survivor.

Oiled birds are cleaned and treated in bird facilities or in tnakeshift bird rescue centers. TT!ese cleanup
operations entail varying costs. As a minimutn estimate, however, labor and some material costs can be
computed. This is assuming that no extraordinary rescue operations or special handling procedures are
needed.

Table 2 4 shows the cost estimate to clean up a bird, based only on labor, detergent, drying area, and heat lamps.
Valuation was limited to those factors for which monetary values could he readily determined.Other inputs,
such as electricity, water, medicine, and wash tanks were not considered in the cost estimate. Cost estimates
were based on personal inter views with experienced local persons. Experts from the International Bird Rescue
Research Center in California and Sea Life Park in Hawaii were also consulted hut coukl provide no applicable
cost estiinates. Since most oil spills areunanticipatedevents with high public visibility, especialiy wi threspect
to wildlife impacts, little attention is paid to keeping accurate records of the breakdown ofhird cleanup costs.

Table 2.4. Estimated costs of cleanup per bird

Tt!tal, $

6. X!

Cost/unit, $

6. X!

Unit

tnanhour

bottle 2. X!

 !.7 !

9. X!

sq. ft.

pieces

a/a per»ons per bird for O.S hours; b/ based on 10 bird» per bottle; c/ warehouse type drying area at $0.70/st , ft Jtttonth;
each bird occupying two st!. ft. for three day»; d/ 10 lamps/120 sq. ft., three days per bird

Given the minimum cleanup cost, assuming that at least I ! percent of the 247, XX! breeding pairs  Harrison,
199O! of seabirds in Oahu and Kauai are oiled and rescued, cleanup cost  washing and drying! could amount
to $320,NX!, If it is assumed that 25 percent of these breeding pairs will have to be cleaned, the cost could go
up to $8 !O, X!O. In addition, if the oil reaches the NWHI, where 9S percent of the total population of seahirds
in the state nests, the cost could be higher.

Oiled marine animals also pose large cleanup costs. There is no estimate on the cost of cleanup hut they are
expected to be significant, Endangered and protected species, would require special rescue and handling
operations.

Oil and Oily Waste Disposal Costs
The disposal nf oil and oily wastes resulting froni the U.S. Coast Guard scenario would be a disaster-!eve!
problem for the state because there are no pre-designated disposal methods or sites. Because of special

Input

Labor a/

Detergent b/

Drying area rental c/

Heat Lamps d/

TOTAL

Quantity

1. X!

[!.1 !

2. X]

 !.17

 !.2 !

 !,14

 !,15

6.49



handling procedures and stringent environmental regulations concerning contaminated oil, costs alone will
not determine the method and site of waste disposal. Unfortunately, disposal decisions could in vol ve trade-
offs atnong costs, environmental considerations, and expediency.

Type of debris collected There are different types of wastes collected from a catastrophic spill: I! oi1 and
water emulsion mousse! from skinuning operations and shoreline cleanup,2! cleanup materials likebooms.
sorbents, disposable protectivec lothing, 3! oil contaminated debris like trash, shoreline vegetation, seaweeds,
4! oil contaminated sand and rocks.

Amount of debris, The volume of oil and oily waste collected from a 10-millioi! gallon spill is based on the
following assuinptions  the volumes of debris collected from the spill are shown in Table 2.5!:

l. Oil-water emulsion � IO-I5 percent skiinming rate; mousse is 29 percent oil and 71 percent
water  Expert panel, Harm, 1979!.

2. Oil on beaches � 33 � 4 ! percent of total spill; mousse is 29 percent oil and 71 percent water
 Expert panel, Harm 1979!,

3. Bourns � 50 percent of the offshore booms are disposed  the remaining 50 percent will be
cleaned!, and 10tl percent of the harbor lxx!ms will be damaged and disix!sed. A fix!t of booin,
without the metal links, weighs 2 pounds  offshore Ix!oms! or I pound  harbor hooms!.

4. Oily wastes collected from the shoreline � based on the Exxon Valdez spill. Ihe total volume
of debris collected in that spill was 30,687 tons or 25.57 tons per mlle of contaminated shoreline
 OSIR, August I, 1991!. Oahu's general coastline is 112 statute mlles.

5. Sorbents � it isesti mated that about 6,$N! pounds'!foil were absorbed by a container of sorbents.
Twenty containers will he used, each weighing I2, K Kl pounds.

6. Sand � based on two-inch depth of oil penetration, an average width of 10 feet  Expert Panel!,
and total beach length of 50.3 miles �65,584 feet!.

Tahle 2.5. Projected amount of oil and oily wastes from a catastrophic spill in Hawaii
Type of Debris

Mousse from skirnrners

Amount

3.4-5,2

11.4-13,8

130

16 l

22,9 X!

Unit

gallons  miII!ons!

gallons  millions!

tons

Mousse from beaches

Booms

Oil-saturated sorhents

Oil m!ntamina ted sand

tons

tons

Disposal methods. The state has not specifically identified the waste disposal methods to be employed in case
of a catastrophic oil spill, As such, this study estimates disposal costs based on likely alternatives for disposal,

If on-island recycling is not possible, another option for disposing the mousse is to ship it to the mainland to
be disposed by deep- well injection  Texas may be a ix!ssihle site!. or i I'the oil content is 85 � 90 percent, the
oil separated from the mousse may be used for ident kilns. To do the latter, the inousse should produce at
least 5,000 BTU per pound. Other possible off-island disposal methods include incineration. recycling,
landfilling, land culti vatii!n, a~t hatching, and bioremediation.
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The mousse derived from the skimming operations may he kept in temporary 1x!iding facilitics or vessels, and
recycled on Oahu. However, there are limitations, e.g., recycling requires seperable oil-water inixture, and
consisting of at least 30 percent oil. Another limitation is the low volume capacity of the recyc]ing firms on
Oahu like UN~K or Oil Re-refining Co.  ORCO! which imposes larger storage capacities and longer
processing time � possibly increasing costs.



The disposal options for liquid oil recovered from lhe shoreiine are similar to the options for mousse recovered
from the skimming operations, Solidified oil like t arhall s and tarmats may be disposed like oi! y trash.

Oil-contaminated Ix>oms, sorbents, and trash may be disposed at the H-power plant or the Waipahu
incinerator. There appears to be no technical constraints for disposing the sorbents and the trash in either
facility. Booms need to be pre-cut and ropes must be removed for disposal at the H-power plant to avoid
fnechanical problems.

Another way of disposing debris is to ship it touche main] and either as "dry" or "we " waste. Dry waste requires
phys]ca], chemical, or biological waste treatment procedures, like squeezing out the oil by running the waste
in a centrifuge, then solidifying and stat>i]izing the residue. On the other hat>d, wet waste means transporting
it as is and the receiving facility wiH treat and dispose of the waste, T]>e transportation cost of wet wastes is
higher than dry wastes bee ause Of the differeltt handling teChniqueS used, e.g., ContainerS uSed. DiSpOSal fees
also differ.

Sand cannot be disposed at the H-power plant nor can it be ]andfil]ed locally, It would have to be shipped to
the main] and for disposal. The method nf treatment and disposal would he similar Io that of oil contaminated
waste  explained alx!ve!, A sunjmar y of oil and  >ily waste disposal costs is shown in Tal>le 2,6

Table 2.6. Summary uf' t>il and <i]y waste disposal casts

Amount, $INI!
Low High

Distribution, %
Lt>w High

Item

11

36  !
5,175

l7, � !

162

 !

48

145

24,858

56 

47,971

Oil and oily waStedi SPOSal COStS Can range frOm $4g rnil]ion O 0123 million dePending on the disPOSal me hOd
used. ~ least costly diposa] metht>d of oi]-coa ed debris will be to take it to the H-power plant, if technica]!y
and legally feasible. Otherwise, there is no in-stale waste disposal facility that can handle this type and volume
of debris, except on the main]and. Shipping the wastes to the mainland drastically increases costs. Disposal
of mousse h om sea and shoreline and sand accounts for a]most a]l of the dispt>sa] costs  94-99 percent!, Oil-
coated debris like Ix>oms, sorbents, and trash account for the reit of Ihe disposa] costs.

The investigation of cleanup operations for a I !-mi]lion gallon oi] spill exposed a serious bott]eneck for
managing large vo]umes of reCovered oil, debris, and Olher mater] alS. TranSpOrtation, sn>rage, and solid waSte
disposal facilities in the state lack the ca]xtcity to handle the volume of oils and oi]y waste resulting from a
major oil sp]]], Existing contingency plans It>cus exclusively on at-sea response and shoreline cleanup
strategies without planning for the disposal of waste from cleanup operations. A supplemental report, details
disposal problems and explores various optit>ns that address the proper disposal of oil and oily materia]s
reCOvered frOln a CataStrophic spill in Hawaii.-'

' Details of disposal problems san he found in the sopple mental report Diapvoal r<J rrri< vrred r t«tie <<it and drhris frott< a
catastrophic spill in Hawaii: reg«tatiot<s, ewiati«g rapacity, options a«<l israes hy ].R. I>avidso n. M.C. Garcia, and f. -A- Olive.
Copies are available from u<e UH Sea Grat<t Cornm<a<iootions Office, 1000 pope Ro«d. MSB Room 200, Ho<toto!o. HI 96tt22.
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Disposai fees

Oi]-water fraln Skimming

Oi]-water fruln beaChes

Sorbents/trash

Booms

Sand

Other costs

TOTAL

14.993

39.991

7,743

345

59,  !

561

122,683

l2 6
52

0

III



Cost of Government Response

When federal, state, and local government agencies respond to an oil spill, costs over and above their usual
expenditures as well as costs associated with the disruption of normal agency functions are incurred, It is
difficult to measure the extent of government agency expenditures in Hawaii, but it is expected to be very high.
In order to estimate the magnitude of this cost, the number of employees and equipment that will be detailed
for the spill response have to be known, as well as their wages or rental rates,

1he U.S. Coast Guard is expected to be the major government responder to the spiller. Ihe following
government agencies are also expected to be at the forefront:

Federal Agencies

U.S. Coast Guard

Department of Defense  DOD!
National Marine Fisheries Service  NMFS!

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration  NOAA!

EnvirOnmenlal Protection AgenCy  EPA!

State Agencies

State Department of Health

State Civil Defense

Department of Land and Natural Resources

Information provided by the U,S. Coast Guard National Pollution Fund Center on the cost incurred by the
federal government in responding to selected spills is tabulated in Table 2.7.

Table 2.7. Federal <til spill response costs, selected spills

Resp«nse
Expe<Lses, SM

L<mstio<tDateVessel

a/ Costs as of November 22, l.99l.
Data Source: U,S. Coast Guard National Pollution Fund Center

Experience has shown that oil spills can cost the federal government at least a million dollars. I  is not clear,
however, whether all costs have been charged and recovered or are recoverable from the liable party, Whether
or not the costs are recoverahle, these costs only represent the actuai direct expenditures incurred by the federal
agencies and do not account for the non-market or opportu ni ty costs associated wi th the disruption of normal
agency functions or the costs of diverting government resources into other uses.

Details of Federal Government ExpendItttres: The Exxon Valdez Case

As of November 22, l99l, the l'ederal government expended $118 3 million for the Exxon Valdez spill. A
detailed summary of federrd agency costs, shown in Table 2.8, includes the distribution ol costs among the
agencies. The list is not complete and c<tsts are expected to increase.
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M/V Exxon Valdez a/

T/V American Trader

T/V Megaborg

T/B Vista Bella

M/V Tenyo Maru

March 24, l 989

February 9, 19%!

June 6, 19%i

March Zl, l99l

July 22. 1991

Prince William Sound, AK

Huntington Beach, CA

Galveston, TX

U.S. Virgin Islands

Puget Sound, WA

1 I 8.2

1.2

2.4

5.8



Table 2.8. Summary of federal agency cost ua the Exxon Valdez

 !. !

52,3

 !,2

lIXI. I

Data Source: U,S. Coast Guard �991!

The Department of Defense and the U S. Coast Guard have incurred 9 ! percent or $105.5 million of the federal
government's costs. The other agencies incurred the remaining 1 !percent. 1 f these costs could he recovered
from Exxon, the «en>cd cost incurred by federal agencies will be nil except fnr the opportunity costs  social
costs! incurred in diverting government resources from their normal functions,

Other detailed examples of government costs include the Argo Merchant �976! and the Chesapeake Bay
�976! spills. The U.S. GAO �977! prepared a report showing details of the actual and estimated costs
incurred by government and private entities whn were involved in various aspects nf spill reslxinse and
cleanup. These cost estimates were tx!mpared with the Exxon Valdez case in terms of prop xtion spent by
different government agencies. Table 2.9 shows a comparison of these distributions.

Table 2.9. Cumpnrlst>n nf federal government costs for selected spills

Distribution of costs %

Chesapeake
Bay

Exxon

Vnldex

Argo
Merchant

Agency

37

52

ll

l �

7 !

5

25

10 !

96

0

4

1 ! !

U,S, Coast Guard

Department of Defense

Other Federal Agencies

Total

118.0Cost in $Million 2.S 0.5

Agency

U.S. Coast Guard

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad!tunis ration

Federal Aviation Authority

U.S. Fish and Wild]ife Service

National Parks Service

Bureau of Land Management

Environmental Protection Agency

Food and Drug Administration

U S. Forestry Service
Department of Defense

interest

TOTAL

Comparison of Federal Government Costs

Data Sources: U.S. GAO, 1977; U.S. Coast Guard, 1991

Amuunt, SMditt!n

43.6

5.8

1, !

2.6

3,2

0,0

no bill

no bill

 !. !

61.9

 !.2

1189

Distribution, %

36.9

4.9

0.8

2.2

2,7

0. !



While the different spill events have different cost distributions, generally, the U.S. Coast Guard incurs most
of the total cost. In the Exxon V aldez case, a large portion of the total cost was incurred by the Department
of Defense  DOD!  including the Navy, Army and Air Force! � far more than that incurred by the U.S. Coast
Guard. The expert panel attributes this difference, in part, to the extensive use of DOD resources like aircrafts
and sea vessels in isolated and hard to reach areas of the spill, ln addition, ships were used for berthing cleanup
and response crews,

ln spite of the fact that government costs can vary over different spill incidences, we have attempted to estimate
the costs that the federaL government could incur for a catastrophic spill in Hawaii. This was done by presenting
the cost schedule of the Exxon Valdez  Table 2.8! to the expert panel and soliciting their estimates of the
federal government's costs. Estimates are shown in Table 2.1 !,

Table 2.10. Estimated costs of federal agencies during a catastrophic spill in Hawaii
Amount, $MLIlionAgency

Distribution, %

'3 !,9

4.1

i!.7

unknown

unknown

 !. !

2 !.0

 !.'3

100.0

 !. !

I !. !

 !, I

50.0
TOTAL

'IT+ estimated total federal costs in Hawaii is $5 ! million. There is a signi tu: ant difference between the DOD
costs at $10 million and the Exxon Valdez cost of $62 million because Hawaii does not have problems of
accessibility that Alaska has. It is the experts' judgment that a significant portion of the BOD costs are for
vessels used for berthing and messing of cleanup and response workers. A!though Hawaii is geographically
isolated from the mainland, accessibility and berthing problems are not as contplex as in Alaska � most
shorelines are accessible from the main roads and lodging and messing facilities abound.
After adjusting the DOD cost to reflect lower expendi ture, the costs incurred by all the other agencies were
scaled down, using the Exxon Valdez cost distribution as a basis  Table 2.8!. Based on these estimates, the
U.S. Coast Guard could incur costs of $30.9 million, or 62 percent of the total spill cost, while the DOD's
estimated expenditure is only 20 percent of the total costs  $1 ! million!. All other federa! agencies would
account for 18 percent  $9 million! of total costs.

Federal Government Cost for a Spill in Hawaii

U S. Coast Guard

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Asstx.iation

Federal Aviation Autixu ity

U S. Fish and Wildlife Service

National Parks Service

Bureau of Land Management

Environmental Protection Agency

Food and Drug Administration

U,S. Forestry Service
U.S. Department of Defense

Interest

61.8

8.2

1.4

3,7

4.S

 !. !



In the section above. the expert panel estimated the total cost incurred by the U,S, Coast Guard to be about
$31 million, This is for all the U.S. Coast Guard operations, including not only the costs of the Hawaii I4 h
District, bu  those of U,S, Coast Guard resources nationwide.

The estimated cost of the U,S, Coast Guard's 14th District resources is tor personnel and equipment already
in Hawaii. For instance, response equipment like skimmers and dracones staged at the Pacific Strike Team
in San Francisco are not included although they will be used.

Equipment costs were estimated using the current oil spill equipment inventory list for Hawaii and the U5.
Coast Guard standard rates for reimbursable charges. On the other hand, personnel costs were estimated using
the expected number of staff involved in the response and the corresponding hourly wages, Table 2 I I shows
the summary of these costs.

Table 2.11. Estimated costs of U5. Coast Guard in-state personnel and oil spill equipment
Cost, SMillionResource

Personnel 5.2 !

State Government Costs

The following state agencies were contacted to determine the amount of personne! and equipment that will
be deployed during a catastrophic spill: Division of Forestry and Wildlife, State Parks, Aquatic Resources
Division of the Department of Land and Natural Resources, State Civil Defense, and Department of Health,
These numbers are ref!ected in Table 2.12. To estimate the cost, it is assumed that each worker will devote
I4 days on the spil! and median salaries were used. It is estimated that personnel costs from state agencies will
be about $400, KX!.

Table 2.12. Estimated cost of Hawaii state government perst!nnel
involved in catastrophic oil spill operations

C<!st a/Number of workers

l47

ISI

3 !

353

aI based on the median salaries; state employees are expected to put in l4 days of work lor the spill.
Data Source: interviews with state agencies hy Kim Des Rochers   !992!.
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Estimated U.S. Coast Guard � Hawaii Costs

Equipment

Aircratls

Sea Vessels

Other equipment a/

TOTAL

af Includes OWOCRS boom system, sorbents, etc...
Data Source: Estimated from U.S. Coast Guard, MSO-Honolulu data.

Agency

Division of Forestry and Wild!ife

State Parks

Division of Aquatic Resources

Civil Defense

Department of Heaith
TOTAL

! .92

I.S3

 !.24

8.89

I S6,62 I

i%2,95 !

22,748

48,7 �

2 !.921

4 	@46





such resources!. This information is then passed on to the economic sub-model which wiH assess the economic
damages,

The economic damages sub-model is based on the physical and biological injuries determined in the first two
sub-models. In analyzing the economic damages, it is assumed that the spiH event is too small to cause changes
in the market prices of fish, the catchability coefficient, or the cost per unit effort. The sub-model measures
the long and short term losses incurred in the following resource uses; 1! cominercial and recreational fishing,
2! consumptive and non-consumptive uses, 3! use of public beaches, and 4! reduced food chain productivity
in terms of lost in-situ use value froin time of spill through the period of resource recovery.

Commercial losses refer to the change in total landings minus the change in harvesting cost, while recreational
losses are measured in terms of the change in the gross value of sportsfishing due to reduced catch because
of smaller stocks, minus the change in the cost of catching the tish,

Losses inconsumptive use are estimated using region-specific estimates of the marginal valueof an additional
waterfowl harvest, while losses in non-consumptive use  e.g. photography! are estimated using the marginal
change in the visitor days associated with a change in bird population for wildlife refuge.

Losses in public beach use are measured based on the reduction in the desirabi!ity of beaches thereby shifting
the aggregate demand curve downwards which leads to a loss in consumer surplus, Reduction in productivity
of the food chain refers to damage to the lower food web which affects bio-mass harvest.

The NRDAMICME: An Example

In order to give some idea of the extent of economic damage to natural resources using the NRDAM/CME
Type A model, we will use the Exxon Houston oil spill at Barber's Point in 1989 as a sample case. The results
are summarized in Table 2.13.

Table 2.13. Summary results of the NRDAM/CME model for the Exxon Houston

Date

Location

Type and Volume of Oil

Coastline affected

Estiinated Damages, $Impacts  Subtidal and Intertidal!

3.TOTAL

Data Source: Department of Interior �991!

33

l. From Prudhoe Bay Crude
Fishery losses
Bird and Fur Seal Losses

Damages to Public Beaches
SUB- TOTAL

2. From Bunker C

Fishery losses
Bird and Fur Seal Losses

Damages to Public Beaches
SUB-TOTAL

March 2, 1989

Barber's Point, Oahu

Prudhoe Crude: 2S,2 X! gallons
Bunker C: 8,4 X!-8,8 X! gallons
2-3 miles

217

168

74,455

74,N4 !

2 �

132

74,449

74,788

149,62$



The Exxon Houston spilied 250tX! gallons of PrudINm Bay Crude and 8,4X!-8,8 X! gallons of Bunker C, When
the model was run for the subtidal and intertidal cases, it yielded a damage assessment of $74,834 and $74,788
for Prudhoe Bay and Bunker C, respectively. Noteworthy in this case is that the damages io fisheries, birds
and fur SealS were rniniina. Damage tO publiC beaCheS aCCOuntS fOr almost aII of the cost.

A sensitivity analysis to determine changes in economic damages with respect to different environments  e.g,,
marine vs. estuarine conditions! did not show signi ficant diffinences. It appears that in using this model for
Hawaii. fishery, bird and fur seal losses are minimal compared to the losses incurred from the lost use of
beaches.

Type A analysis like the one illusu ated above is only applicable to small spills and even then the database used
for tIte sensitivity analysis inust be called into question. Since ihe NRDAM/CME model is designed for use
in stnaller and less complex spills, a large spill such as the one considered in the study is too large for Type
A analysis. Extensive collection of information on the physical, biological, and economic characteristics of
the resources, beyond the scope of this study, is required to measure the economic damages to natural
resources. Therefore, the model was not used in the study.

Sand and Beach Value Losses

Since very few studies exist on the valuation of natural resources in Hawaii, it is dit'ficult to determine the
extent of potential damage posed by a catastrophic oi I spill in the absence of critical basel ine in lormai ion. An
analysis of the economic damages io sand and beaches in Hawaii is pnivided below,

Sand

Sand in Hawaii is unique and nuit easily replaced. However, if beach sand is removed and replaced because
Of Oil Contamination, it is estimated io Cost up ni $8IX!, XX!. Sand may be bought locally in limited amOunts
or it may be imported friim other ctiunirie» like Australia, It is assumed that appniximately 2 inches of sand
will be removed from S !.3 miles of Oahu 's beaches at an «ve age width o I l l feet. This is equi valent to 16,392
cubic. yards of sand at $47. X! per cubic yard.

88aCll ValMBS

Hawaii's beaches are among the best in the world, They are a major resource played up when "selling" Hawaii
as a resort destination, As such, when beaches are oiled, theexpectat ion is that tourism would decline and result
in revenue losses to the tourism industry  see Chapter 3!.

On the nther end of the spectrum, most Hawaii residents are frequent beach users. When beaches are closed
during the cieanup period, residents wiII incur utility losses because of the inaccessi biity of the beaches. This
hist utility can be measured by using economic techniques,

Moncur  I972, 1973! measured the value of selected beach parks on Oahu, using the travel cost model to
estiinate the willingness of Oahu's population to pay for beach park recleation experiences. The parks studied
include Ala Moana. Waikiki to Hawaii Kai. Hanauma Bay, Sa.ndy Beach and Makapuu, Waimanalo and
Bellows, Kaiiua, Kaaeohe to Laic, Pijpukea to Mokuleia, Yokohama Bay to Sand Island, and Keaiwa Heiau
All except Keaiwa Heiau are beach parks.

An update of this report  Personal coinmunication: Mimcur, I991! notes some of the earlier study's
deficiencies with the passage of time, e.g., the change in underlying demand conditions and the emergence
of new analytical techniques. Nevertheless, the study is the only economic evaluation of beach parks available.
Adjusting the 1972 price to current levels provides some valuable insights.

Table 2. I4- shows ihe estimated recreational value of these beach parks as i l 94 million pei year or more than
half-a-million per day to residents of Oahu. Therefore, if these beaches were closed for a certain period of time,
34



the corresponding loss in beach value would be equal to the number of days they are closed multiplied by the
beach value per day.

Table 2.14. Estimated value of selected beach parks in Oahu

W lit lngneas-tti-pay
per 2 weeks, t tt72$Beach Park

af co]umn   t! x inflation adjnstrnent �:t6% ! x populahon adjttstrnent   t 990 nnmher of honsehotdsr t972 nomher of households! x
? fi  annttat e titnate!, h/ 1» Moncur's study, the estimates for these heoches were not stati ucatty significant, therefore the att thors
of tbir report assumed that these beaches are as popol JI as Waikiki and the 'wittingnesi-to-pay' vattte found for Waikiki was
used to eshmale their total vatne.

Data Source: Moncur �973!

ln the catastrophic oil spill scenario, beach cleanup is expected to last for two months as workers focus on only
a few beaches at a time. lt is assumed that high use beaches will be prioritized for earliest cleanup and opened
to the public as soon as they are clean, Therefore. if each o f the beaches considered in Moncur's study is dosed
for at least two weeks. the resulting !toss to Oahu residents will be at least $7.5 million.

Summary of Cleanup Cost Estimates
The following section provides a summary of the estimated cleanup costs tor the "worst case" catastropic oil
spiH and for two additional isolated cleanup scenarios. Cleanup costs were estimated for the latter scenarios
and examined to answer questions raised while the study was in progress. The first of the additional scenarios
projects a 30, XS barrel spill in the same location and under the same conditions as the worst case spill. This
is a possible worst case spill resulting frotn loss of cargo of an interisland barge. The second scenario is a
1 O,NX! gallon black oil spill in Honolulu Harbor. This assutnes that this is an isolated event and that the
appropriate available cleanup equipntent which is available can be fttcwsed on this cleanup problem.

SMmmary Cleanup COSts for a WorSt CaSe Catastropic Oil Spill
Preliminary and tentative estimates show that a it> ntillion-gal!on catastrophic oil spill in Hawaii can cost
between $210 million to 53  million  Table 2.15!. This translates to $21 � 31 per gallon or $8g2 � 1,302 per
barrel of oil spilled. Induded in these estimates are the value of spilled oil and vessel, at-sea response, shoreli ne
cleanup, oil and oily waste disposal, harbor, boat and seabird deanup, federal and state governments costs,
value of the lost use of beaches and cost of sand replacement, This does not include marine animal cleanup,
and non-market costs like damage to and lost use of natural resources, impacts on ocean indushies, and losses
to tourism  see Chapter 3!,

Ala Moana

Waikiki to Hawaii Kai

Hanauma Bay hf

Sandy and Makapuu b/
Waimanalo and Beaows

Kailua

Kaneohe to Laic

Pupukea to Mokuleia

Yokohama Bay to Nanakuli

Barber's Point to Sand Island

TOTAL

687

L688

798

l,l
9

445

1,917

L218

1,126

L�7

L168

11,133

Total valne For
Otrhn ptitrntnt ion,

Itr72$

86,473

211,839

1 X!,444

129,501

56,012

241,67]

15331 !

141,73 !

133,�45

147.t	6

1,4tll,t�I

Value per 2 weeks
ltir Oabti piiptrtntkin,

f %KI$ ttI

461!,548

1,128,237

534,955

689,71 !

298,315

1,287,119

816,516

7S4,842

7t5.586

782.995

7,461,$23

Total vs lite for
Oabtr poptstatiotr,

1tttru, rnlllle nS nl

12.0

29.3

13.9

17.9

7.8

33.5

21.2

19.6

18.4

2 !.4

194.ti



Table 2.H. Summary of financial costs of a $10 mi!lion-ga!!on oil spilt in Hawaii

2! -31

!! i
- !,3 


a/ cost is about $1 million for port cleanup alone
b/personnel only

Cleanup Costs Associated With a 30,000 Barrel Oil Spill in the Kaiwi
Channel

ln response to a request by the Hawaii State Depariment of Health, a cost estimate was determined for the
cleanup and other costs asmtciated with a worst case spill of approximate!y 3 !,tNN! barrels of black oil in
Hawaiian waters,

The analysis assumed the sma! ler spill wou! d occur in the same vicinity and under the same conditions as the
Coast Guard's "Worst Case" Scenario. Although the quantity ot oil spi!!ed is smaller hy a magnitude of 10,
the smaller spi!! would prohaMy follow the san>e distribution pat tern as the large spill impacting most of Oahu
and some Kauai shorelines. Alternatively the oil could drift out to sea and result in no damage to terrestrial
environments.

Assuming a 3 ! K KJ barre! oil spill with apprordrnate! y  he same proportion of oil reaching the shore as ass umed
in the case of the 1 !-rru!!!on ga!!on spill, distribution of the costs per gallon tor cleanup would !ike!y be
somewhat different than those shown i n Table 2,. For the smaller spill, the "at-sea costs" would increase
on a per ga!!on basis. The spi!! would require the same type of mohi!ization of equipment and manpower as
the larger spill, However, the overa!l efttciency would be less. The cost of shoreline, associated resources and
disposal would probah!y remain about the same on a per gallon basis. On the other hard, government costs
would he proportionately higher.

Cost Item

1, Cost of spilled oil
2. Value of vessel

3. At-sea response
4, Shoreline cleanup
5, Boat cleanup
6. Port cleanup a/
7. Bird cleanup
8, Marine animals cleanup
9, Oil and oily waste disposal
10. Cost of federal government operations
11, Cost of state government operations h/
12. NRDAM/CME

13. Beach values

�. Sand rep!acemenl costs
15. Damages to private coastal properties
SUB-TOTAL

Per Unit Estimates, $
Cost per gallon
Cost per barrel

A mount, $Million
4.7

25-44

21

52

 !.2-0.7

included in �!

 !.32-0.80

not estimated

48-123

5 !

0.4

not applicable
7.5

 !.7

not estimated

2 !  l-3l



It is difficult to estimate injury to natural resources, In the case of the sma!!er spill, there should be little or
no loss to fisheries and, based on available data, little tong-term environment injury should occur from the oil
reaching the shoreline, if appropriate c!eanup methods are used.

We following estimates are based on the authors' and a member of the expert panel's judgments of how the
different areas of cleanup costs would differ in the case of a large vs. a smaller spill. The per barrel cost of the
larger spill can be expected to be smaller due to econoinies of scale, in the ability to spread fixed costs in the
case of larger spills, On the other hand, more aspects of a 30, X� barrel spill can he handled with available
equipinent, supplies and manpower. This would lower the high costs of obtaining these resources on an
emergency basis from the mainland.

Table 2.16. Summary of financial costs of a 30,000 barrel �,260,000 gallon! oil spill in Hawaii"

$1,015

$24.16
cost per ha Tel
cost per gallon

'Estimates hy J. R. Davidson and R. Nail.
"these costs do not inciude cost of vessel, marine animal cleanup, and non-tnarket costs like damage to and lost use of natural
resources other than beaches, itnpacts on ocean industries, and !uses to tourism.

The above estimates of cleanup costs tor a 3 !, KX! barrel spill would be considered conservative for this
scenario. Still it is a high cost scenario because of the location and conditions surrounding the spill. Perhaps
the only higher cost scenario that inight reasonab! y be presented is a spill that would directly impact the area
between Diainond Head and Honolulu Harbor, including the entire length of beach fronting Waikiki, This
latter scenario would not necessarily increase cleanup costs pn barrel spilled, but it could increase the
economic impact on the tourism industry and hence the state, It should be emphasized that this report deals
only with c!eanup costs, inajor additional costs that could arise out of litigation are not considered.

Response, Cleanup and Disposal Costs Associated with a 100,000
Gallon Black Oil Spill in the Honolulu Harbor

Scenario

A 30, KX! DWT vessel ruptures several fuel tanks as a result of collision or grounding in Honolulu Harbor and
loses I�, XX! gallons of black fuel oil  bunker C!, roughly 10 percent of barge cargo. The same magnitude
of spill could have resulted from the products of a catastrophic offshore spill entering the harbor. A few
minutes following the event, the Clean Islands Council  CIC!, Pacific Environmental Corporation  PENCO!
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Cost Item

1. Cost of spilled oil

'3. At-sea response

4, Shoreline cleanup

5. Bird cleanup

8. Marine animals cleanup

9. Oil and oily waste disposal

I !. Cost ot federal government operations

I I, Cost of state government operations

13. Miscellaneous

TOTAL cost of cleanup'

Ainount  $Million!
.47

4,00

5.2 !

0. !8

not estimated

4,8 !

12.5

 !.4

3. K!

3 !.45



and Marine Logistics  MarLog! would have !>een n<>tified and assigned areas ot'responsibility. With!»~!
minutes during normal working !u>urs or 60 minutes after normal working hours, each of the three
organizations would begin deploying booms. Containing the spi	 is the first priority, It would take two to four
hours to deploy a11 the booms in the harbor. PENCO would respond to the Sand Is!and Bridge end of the hatt>or
MarLog would close off the Aloha Tower end and CIC would isolate pockets along Pier 30. Booms wou!d
have to be constantly adjusted to consolidate the spill. Concurrent with the deployment of booms, vacuum
trucks would be dispatched. The first trucks would arrive within two hours and begin recovery operations.
After the booms have been deployed, skimming operations will begin. Intense skimming nperaoons would
take three to five days, after which operations are scaled down. Initially, an offshore response vessel could
be utilized for storage of recover<x! oil and water, however, a storage area will have to be ultimately secured.
In this particular case, a barge would beutilized. When the threat of reoi!ing has beenmitigated, cleanup cou ld
!te initiated. This would include use of hot water pressure washers. Oi! y debris along the shoreline would also
be co!!ected and disposed of. Shoreline and pier cleaning is estimated to take four weeks. It is assumed that
ininimal evaporation would occur during cleanup and that weather conditions would nnt affect cleanup.
Recovered oil and water will be recycled at ORCO and Unitek, sorbents and oily debris sent to the Waipabu
Incinerator facility.

Cost Estimates

A summary of estimated costs is presented in Tat>le 2. l7. A ! X!, NX! ga!l<>n h!ack oi! spill is n«t a major
disaster. Labor and equipment already in place in the state can handle tlte spill. N<ine will have t«!>e tlown
in from the mainland, Total cost is estimated at $!.7 niillhm, «f which cleanup accounted tor m«re than SO
percent of total c<>sts. In this particular spill scenari<i, none of the beaches will be a! f ected. thus !«wering
cleanup costs. Response cost was estimated at $527,625 which comprises 32 percent of t<>tal costs. Booming
operations contributed more than 6C p<vcent of respo nse c<>sts, Disp<>sa! of recovered «i! and oily <iehris is the
smallest cost cninponent, accounting for r<>ugh!y ! 4 percent <>f tota! c«sts.



Table 2.17. Summary of costs associated with a 100,000 gallon black oil spill
in Honolulu Harbor

Vacuum trucks

Hot water pressure washers

Sorbents

Disposal

Water and oil

Sorbents

Oily debris

Garbage bags

TOTAL

39

Type of Operation/Input

Response

Booming

Skimming

Storage

Underwater survey

Salvage

Overfiights

Pier, pilings and waterfront cleanup

Wages

Disposahle clothing
Lunch boxes

Cost $!

527,625

341,1S !

101,775

52,5 X!

2 !, XX!

8, XX!

4,2 X!

917,5 K!

671,55 !

54, XX!

9,4SO

5 !, XX!

12,S X!

12 !, X X!

225,80 !

175, X X!

32, XX!

�,8 N!

6,NX!

1,670,925

of Total Cost

31.6

20,4

6.1

3,1

1.2

 !.5

 !.3

S4.9

4 !.2

3.2

 !.6

3.0

 !.7

7.2

13.S

1 !.5

1.9

 !.8

 !.4

100.0



Recommendations

Training workshops should be held and incentives for individuals or businesses to maintain a pool
of trai ned workers should be consi dered. The preparedness analysis has highlighted the limited number
of at-sea response equipment currently available on Oahu. However, the greater deficit appears to be
trained manpower to operate the equipment. Trained workers imported from the mainland would increase
labor costs. Occupational Safety and Health Administration regulations require workers to be trained
before fielding.

Trained workers are required by the Oil Pollution Act of 1990  OPA 90! and there are existing trained
commercial and federal oil spill responders.

Inventory and valuation of coastal resources should be undertaken by the state to provide baseline
information for determining economic losses associated with an oil spill. A difficulty encountered in
assessing resource damages caused by an oil spill is the ]ack of baseline information on on-shore and
offshore resources that can potentially be affected by the spill. The use of these resources and the value
of the uses also need to be established. To provide this information, resource inventories should be
performed on public coastal natural resources as well as private coastal properties. The NRDAM/CME
model, which addresses soine of these impacts, may be appropriate for smaller and less comp! ex spi]]s,
but it is not designed to handle damage assessments of a coinplex, catastrophic oil spill.

2.

The U.S. Coast Guard has «/ready identified sensitive environment«l areas in Hawaii; they are in the
process of videotaping and p/iotographing all coastal resources; aiid they hrtve updated the National
Oceanic Atmospheric and Administration sensiti vity study.

The state should lirok into the different alternatives available fiir the disposal of oil and iiil-coated
debris from cleanup operatiiins. There is a severe inadequacy tor handling oi] spill wastes in the islands,
Knowledge of disposal options, as well as coordination with state and local agencies would mitiimize
problems in handling iarge volumes of oily wastes before and not when it happens. In addition, the
environmental and cost trade-offs involved need to be carefully considered,

3.

As part of the Area Conti ngency Plan, ri sulrcommittee heatled by tire Department of Health  DOH! is
addressing this i s.sue,

Ensure that waste disposal plans are properly incorporated in every vessel's contingency plans.
Problems of waste disposal could be reduced if vessels properly incorporate disposal options in their
contingency plans,

4.

This is addressed in Navigation and Vessel Inspection Circu]ar, Section 9.3, Appendix A to Enclosure i,

Inter-agency coordination shtiuld be strengthened particularly in identifying government sources
of equipment and personnel. Inter-agency coordination is important in emergencies like a catastrophic
oi] spill, As such, each agency's role should be clearly defined and resources that could be devoted to the
response operations should be identified ahead of time. An integrated inventory list/database should be
created to identify sources of equipment, personnel, state of availability, and readiness.

5.

This i s the purpose of lhe Area Committee,

Agency-specific contingency plans should be develtiped by state agencies involved in the spill
response. There is a need to develop contingency plans within state agencies that are involved in the spill
response. Such a plan should include identitication ot key personnel, the number of personnel and
equipment to be dedicated by each agency to spil] response etTorts, and the procedures to follow during a spill.
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Ed/tor's note: The recontntendations that foltow are based on ihe findings of our research. As indicated in italics, ihe DOH
notes that some of the recommendations are already io the Process or being impietnented by the appropriate agencies.



The State has its Oil «nd Hrtairdous Sidrstances Emergency Response Plan, This plan clearly states the
hierarchyofth»couray, snae, andthefederalgoverrtmeritresporiseactioninanemergency, TlieAreaplanning
Committee is set up to fiicili tate specific coruuigency pkirudng betweert stateand county «gerrcie<. In addition,
the Regional Response Team  RRT! fiuictionsin a similar capticity to coorduuaefederal and state agencies.

7. Pre-contract and outfit fishing boats foroil spill response.Outfitting andpre-contracting local fishing/
charter boats to deploy booms or perform related tasks would not only hasten the response process but
also alleviate income losses associated with kist use oi marine resources by these users.

The Clean Islands Council  CIC! has outfitted boats to handle spills for an emergency  i.e. containment
of a spill!. In the event of a serious emergency, time wilt permit the contracting of additional boats to do
other work. It is believed that outfittirig fishing boats with oil spill response etIuipment would interfere
with thier commercial fishing operation and tlie boats, in rrutny cases, are not the type needed for
responding to an oil spilL

By the end of I 993, the CIC wi0 have six boats outfitted for oil spill response. In addition, the Department
of Defense resources exist which could be used in the event of ari oil spilL

8. Public Education. Develop a public education prograin to inform the public, of the magnitude of the
potential cost of a major oil spill, and to lower expectations on the capacity and capability of responders
to act on the incident.

There is established a public agni rs subcommittee wluch will attempt to present the pltin through the
media and other sources; however, eductiti on programs are «lwrtys helpful.

9. Develop a socioeconomic contingency plan. The siicial and economic impacts from a spill on Hawaii
residents could be overwhelming. Examples are increase in crime, psychological and emotional stress due
to loss of employment, and other indirect impacts of the spill. These impads, although not covered in this
report, are expected to be high and therefore plans to ameliorate them should be considered. Contingency
plans should also be designed to counter the negative impacts on the tourist industry.

10. Some questions tii be addressedftmplications. Cost-incidence is important in the area of prevention and
preparedness. The question of "who bears the cost" ultimately determines the willingness iif the federal
and state governments and industry, to implement prevention and preparedness schemes. The way
regulations e g. OPA! are writ ten will affect this ciist. Although OPA requires that the tanker and/or cargo
owner s! pays for the cost of deanup and removal and other related costs, the problem arises when there
is no clear responsible party for the spill. or when the polluter does not have the resources to pay for the
spill. Ultimately, the cost may be borne by the federal or state governments, or the individual resource user.
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